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The Quest for K
:
Overcoming the Shibboleth
Mikhail Minakov1
_____________________________________
Abstract: In this essay the author reveals the ontological foundations of world-making. Worldmaking is seen as the creation and recognition of complexity and diversity. The author defends the
thesis that koine is an ethical and ontolinguistic practice that allows for a fruitful dialogue between
rational beings.
Keywords: Beings, Difference, Nothingness, world, world-making, multiplicity, falsity, ontology,
koine, shibboleth

_____________________________________
It is difficult to be. To be present, to be aware, and to be creative is almost an
impossible task. But to be means also to overcome the impossible, to fulfill it.
It has befallen2 each particular human being to be in a world that is a complex
and contradictory co-presence of Beings, Differences3 and Nothingness. And human
being exists as an inhabitant of Beings, by transgressing, by breaking the limits of a
given Being, by breaking out of Being into another Being, by sliding through
Differences; or else human being exists by self-projecting out of a present Being into
Nothingness and thus by fulfilling this forbidden Nothingness with his or her existence,
by extending the limits of the world into retreating Nothingness. In this way, human
being exists as a concrete existence, with the capacity of presence in Beings, with the
capacity to transcend a manifest Being for another one, with the capacity to
supplement a given Being or to participate in generating new ones, and finally with the
capacity to express in languages the Being into which the human projects its presence.
Not only are Beings and Differences multitudes,4 but there are multitudes of
humans that are co-present with myriad other forms of existence (animals, viruses,
energy or dead matter). Humans are distinguished by the way they are present: they
either were or are. In this regard, unborn people are beyond presence, their beingstatus is a projection, that roll of the dice that Chaos has not yet made and has not yet
mastered as a mixture of Differences, Beings, and Nothingness.
Humans
present and projected
are united in a world open to creative
expression. This expressible world is not only that which is in Being, but also that which
has the ability and intention to fall out in a roll of the dice. It is the world of Humanity,5
whose characteristic feature is the passion and intentionality to be expressed in a
variety of ways. This Human
the passion of Beings to be expressed (through human creativity) and from the
intentionality of Differences to interrupt, to hide themselves as the original mystery and
source of Beings and Nothingness. From this accumulation of differently directed
projections, Language is born.
Thus, there is Humanity and Language as contradictory expressions from
within. In these first two categories, on the one hand, the passion of each separate
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Being to be the only One is manifested; and, on the other hand, their expressions are
always differentiated, within the limits of their presence in Beings, of their predicates,
meanings, and senses. That is why when speaking of Humanity we should remember
that it is plural, although the grammar of natural language (the expression of a manifest
Being
) compels us to use the singular and to deceive ourselves. In the same
way, Language is not singular
it is always a multitude, which only due to the
voluntarism of grammar is expressed as singular. In this contradiction of the first two
categories I see the power of Differences, which inherently prevents the order of
Chaos from being properly expressed.
The contradictions of Humanity and Language
The ambiguity and self-contradiction of categories has long been noticed, although
each language (and correlated tribe) tries to hide this ambiguity under the dictates of
grammatical absolutism.
In the Book of Genesis, one of the cornerstones of ontology, both the intuition
of Humanity and Language impossible complexity and the original human task of
solving this complexity or at least overcoming this situation as a curse shine
through. The curse consists of clashing presence in Beings of belonging to a Chaosborn contradictory world, and the innate temptation to see the Primordial Unity and
Preset Harmony in the world, Language, and Humanity.6
A careful reading of the Book of Genesis not as a sacred religious text, but
as the experience of long-gone generations of seekers
can establish the
contradiction as a gap between two acts involving the Creator of the world (Chaos)
and Humanity: the gift of creating names and the Babylonian curse of multilingualism
and tribal diversity.
The first thesis of the book points out how the Creator of the world and a human
are in a contradictory situation. The monist passion of Humanity and Language leads
to the creation of names in the Adamite language; each name in the core is based on
the principle of singularity: one name is ascribed to one element of world. Moreover,
the name and the element are one and alone. However, being
is not good.
Then the LORD God said,
It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.
So out of the ground the LORD God formed every animal of the field
and every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see
what he would call them;
and whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name.
The man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every animal of
the field; but for the man there was not found a helper as his partner. 7

In this context, Adam is Humanity in all its contradiction between a single number and
a single name, on the one hand, and the multitude of other existences within. And at
the same time, Adam is also Language as the multiplicity of names and verbs, acts of
expression of what is present in the world.
The second thesis is about multitude, which likewise
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Now the whole earth had one language and the same words.
And as they migrated from the east, they came upon
a plain in the land of Shinar and settled there.
And they said to one another, Come, let us make bricks,
and burn them thoroughly. And they had brick for stone, and bitumen for mortar.
Then they said, Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower
with its top in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves;
otherwise we shall be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.
The Lord came down to see the city and the tower, which mortals had built.
And the Lord said, Look, they are one people,
and they have all one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do;
nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them.
Come, let us go down, and confuse their language there,
so that they will not understand one another s speech.
So the Lord scattered them abroad from there
over the face of all the earth, and they left off building the city.
Therefore it was called Babel, because there
the Lord confused the language of all the earth;
and from there the Lord scattered them abroad
over the face of all the earth. 8

The dream of One Language and the same words are a cursed passion. This
passion was about building a world with the axis of the Tower to Heaven, the center
of order. But there is only Chaos. And while Chaos also entails order (like a sequence
of dice rolls, for example), Chaos is that plurality of Differences that does not tolerate
monocracies. The plurality of Difference also speaks of itself as plura
Let us go
down, and confuse ; that is, the Creator of the world speaks of himself in the plural.
The world, as an undertaking of Chaos, possesses the quality of its Creator plurality
unhappy with itself. Monism, the passion for unity, is the principle of Nothingness. And
Chaos has a place for Nothingness as only one of many beginnings and the only,
though not the final, end.

The Tower of Babel by Joos de Momper (1620?)
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The conclusion is that creativity, something in which the expressive capacity of
Humanity and Language is spelled out, manifests the world as foundationally complex
and contradictory. As complexity, this creativity is blessed. But as a passion for the
unity of order in contradiction to the nature of the world, such creativity is cursed.
The conclusion from the two theses
neither in the singular, nor in the plural mode. Good is in the recognition of
Differences, which is a challenge for human existence with all its creative beginnings.
Therefore, it is difficult to be human. Existence within Humanity and Language is
contradictory. Humans desire order (presence in a concrete Being), freedom
(transgressive sliding between Beings), and creativity (likening to Chaos, casting a
project into Nothingness just as Chaos casts dice to create Babylon). In doing so,
desires take place in a world where there are Beings, not a single Being; where there
are existences, not a single existence; where there are names, not a single name.
The Babylonian curse of the shibboleth
Babylon is the name of the world inhabited by specifically human being. This is where
Beings, Nothingness, and existences in all their various forms (dead and alive, moving
manifests. Here the former Humankinds used to be present,
and here the current Humanity is present. Here Language is spoken. And here
Nothingness invites the end with the principle of unity.
Differences occur as Chaos in cosmic projection, in the roll of the dice that is
world-making. The Differences of Chaos are filled with worldly manifold complexity as
a result of the roll.

(1667?)
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It is important to note here that the co-presence of Differences, Beings, and
Nothingness in the complex world was indicated not only in the Abrahamic tradition.
In Hesiod, for example, the same insights are articulated:

,
[

,
,
,]

,
,
.

In truth at first Chaos came to be, but next
wide-bosomed Earth (Gaia), the ever-sure
foundation of all the deathless ones [who
hold the peaks of snowy Olympus, and dim
Tartarus in the (chthonic) depth] of the
wide-pathed Earth, and Eros, fairest among
the deathless gods, who unnerves the
limbs and overcomes the mind and wise
counsels of all gods and all men within
them.9

Chaos comprises the gaping Differences whose activity leads to world-making.
Beneath the canopy of Gaia lies the Tartarus of chthonic diversity and complexity in
the co-presence of Beings and Nothing.10 And eros is the power of Nothingness to
attract the world toward thanatos, also the power of Nothingness, when the dice are
taken back, and Chaos rolls them again. In an interplay of eros and thanatos the Chaos
game is vested in a single unbroken ontological dialogue. This singularity is the
achievement of Nothingness.
Many philosophers and artists have tried to describe this very complexity, each
in their own way. I will cite just one example of these two ways. Hegel devoted his
Science of Logic to the prehistory of creation, that is, to the roll of the dice. Thus, in
the Introduction

So wird noch mehr der absolute Geist,
der als die konkrete und letzte h chste
Wahrheit alles Seins sich ergibt,
erkannt als am Ende der Entwicklung
sich mit Freiheit entäußernd und sich
zur Gestalt eines unmittelbaren Seins
entlassend,
zur Schöpfung einer
Welt sich entschließend, welche alles
das enthält, was in die Entwicklung,
die jenem Resultat vorangegangen, fiel
und das durch diese umgekehrte
Stellung mit seinem Anfang in ein von
dem Resultat als dem Prinzip
Abhängiges verwandelt wird. Das
Wesentliche für die Wissenschaft ist
nicht so sehr, daß ein rein
Unmittelbares der Anfang sei, sondern
daß das Ganze derselben ein Kreis
lauf in sich selbst ist, worin das Erste

It is most of all in this way that absolute
spirit (which is revealed as the concrete
and supreme truth of all being) comes to
be known, as at the end of the
development it freely externalizes itself,
letting itself go into the shape of an
immediate being resolving itself into
the creation of a world which contains all
that fell within the development
preceding that result and which, through
this reversal of position with its
beginning, is converted into something
dependent on the result as principle.
Essential to science is not so much that
a pure immediacy should be the
beginning, but that the whole of science
is in itself a circle in which the first
becomes also the last, and the last also
the first.12
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auch das Letzte und das Letzte auch
das Erste wird.11

Although Hegel s passionate monism (one of Nothingness) is absolutized, the
truth about the multitude gets a proper description in The Science of Logic. Moreover,
the key notion of the concept is described here in perfect harmony with the eros of
Nothingness
world order. In fact, Hegel s ontotheology13 in The Science of Logic is written from the
perspective of Nothingness, where the dialectical U-turn is made in the process from
the stream of self-alienation to dialectical insight. The intuition that Hegelianism
belongs to Nothingness sparked Kierkegaard s philosophical oeuvre.14
Similarly, Mikhail Vrubel s religious ornaments were, judging by the evidence
available, intended to represent the intent of the Creator of the world before creation
began.15

Images of the ornaments by M. Vrubel (1880s)

The motley ornaments in which order and chaos form a complex yet sensible
conjunction should represent a protological experience of complexity analogous to that
of the Creator of the world right before the roll of the dice.
In this case, world-making always tends toward the end. World is an inherently
finite enterprise. The dice will be rolled over and over, a new hypostasis-projection will
be conducted as a new world. Nothingness will sweep away the dice once they have
rolled out. And in this act, the eros of the Nothingness will bring the elements of the
world to its twin, thanatos: here comes the end of the world, which presupposes an
obligatory new world-making. Therefore, in Nothingness, Humanity, and Language,
there is thanatos, death.
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This thanatos is the principle which is evident in the finitude of the world, in the
complexity of Humanity, and in the power structures of Language. In this respect,
shibboleth is the event in which death reveals itself as the expressivity of Language to
all of the world.
In the Old Testament, the shibboleth is described in the following context: In
one of many Biblical wars, the people of Gilead, led by Judge Jephthah, defeated the
Tribe of Ephraim. After the battle, however, the pursuit of the Ephraimites proved
problematic because of the lack of visible distinctions between the warring tribes. It
was close to impossible to distinguish the losers from the winners: racially and
culturally they did not differ, but the passion of Nothingness demanded that they finish
off the enemy totally as an alien species. So the victors occupied the crossings of
the Jordan River and instituted a linguophonetic control: the people crossing had to
pronounce the word shibboleth (Hebrew for spike of wheat, or possibly torrent) which
the Gileadites pronounced with a
sound, while the Ephraimites with a
sound,
sibboleth:
Jephthah then called together the men of Gilead
and fought against Ephraim. The Gileadites struck them down
because the Ephraimites had said,
You Gileadites are renegades from Ephraim and Manasseh.
The Gileadites captured the fords of the Jordan leading to Ephraim,
and whenever a survivor of Ephraim said, Let me cross over,
the men of Gilead asked him, Are you an Ephraimite?
If he replied, No,
they said, All right, say Shibboleth.
If he said, Sibboleth, because he could not pronounce the word correctly,
they seized him and killed him at the fords of the Jordan.
Forty-two thousand Ephraimites were killed at that time. 16
In total war, if sight fails, speech and hearing do not. The incessant replenishment of
archives with denunciations to the intelligence services of contemporary states is proof
of this.
The Babylonian curse in the phenomenon of shibboleth manifests itself as the
intolerability of complexity. Humanity and Language surrender themselves to the
passion of Nothingness and participate in the erasure of the world, establishing little
Babylonian differences into the ontological feature of a collective guilt, the
responsibility for which is death. In the passion for the end, each of the fragments of
Humanity and Language assumes itself to be the only one, leading its lineage from
the fore-human and the fore-language.
In contemporary nationalist-conservative thought, this reference to the original
and falsely understood transcendence is of core importance. But this line of thought
in Alexandrian koine, but who was an adamant believer in the monistic illusion of
monotheism, was convinced that Hebrew was the language of Adam and that only the
Jews of Palestine had preserved the primordial language from the Babylonian
linguistic mixture.17 This type of thinking is vested in all formulae
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primordial roll of the dice. And
such an illusion is actually the basis for the shibboleth events.
The shibboleth event is an important thanatos-oriented tendency in our world,
moving it toward the end and us toward the possibility of understanding worldmaking. In the English-speaking cultural oikumene, the shibboleth created a whole
cultural layer of meanings: mystery, secrets, passwords and omens.18 In the Eastern
European dimension, the shibboleth manifests itself frequently. For example,
Shklovsky recalls how the warring groups believed to define a Jew among their
captives during the Civil War of the second decade of the 20th century: they demanded
kukuruza
mispronounce it with a Yiddish accent, as kukuruzha 19 A century later, in the second
decade of the 21st century, during the Donbas War, many believed they could identify
a hidden Russophone by the mispronunciation of the
palianytsia
political systems of Eastern Europe relentlessly reproduce shibboleths, from the Ems
Ukaz in the 19th century, which banned the publication of new texts in Ukrainian, to its
direct decedents, the linguistic laws of the 21st century, which have attempted to
buttress relative majority language at the expense of relative minorities.
However, the shibboleth phenomenon is not only limited to linguistic power
structures. Hryhorii Skovoroda, the 18th century Ukrainian religious thinker, has
interpreted it as the Christian variant of the Sphinx
20
21) he noticed that beneath the necropower of the tribal
S
And as in the tale of Oedipus, those who did not solve the riddle the answer to which
wheat
spike which Skovoroda associates with the Christian notion of
-man
22
(
). Such a response, in my non-Christian and pluralistic interpretation,
points to the fact that even Christian thinkers could recognize the complex background
of the shibboleth, its inner contradiction between the human and ontological levels of
this phenomenon. The shibboleth is indicative of the contradiction inhering within the
multiplicity of Humanity and Language; it permeates the mismatch between the
material and spiritual origins of the world.
From another trajectory, the shibboleth phenomenon was analyzed by Jacques
For
Chaos and Nothingness through
In Eins
23):

Dreizehnter Feber. Im
Herzmund
erwachtes Schibboleth. Mit dir,
Peuple
de Paris.
No pasarán.

February 13. In heart mouth
awakened shibboleth. With you,
Peuple
de Paris (French: people of Paris).
No pasarán (Spanish: they will not go
through)24

In this poem, which refers to the Nazis introducing the shibboleth necropower,
as well as to the solidarity of the Jew, the German, the French and the Spaniard
growing from a network of concentration camps, Derrida sees a way to understand
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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primordial Differences differences that are
Here, shibboleth is some sort of biopolitical
into Nothingness. Derrida

ive, decisive and divisive 25
a permit for human trespass

hrough the barbed-wire
border, through, this time, the grid of language The passage of the other, toward the
other respect of the same, of a same that respects the otherness of the other 26
There is a way to overcome the shibboleth order, some other ontological and
lingual phenomenon that I would call koinonia.
Here koinonia means a solidarity of those who exist and accept one another
indeed, all others as partners in this world. It is a sort of Schopenhauerian Mitleidssolidarity in spite of and against Babylonian barriers and the erotic thanatos of
Nothingness, against the narcissism of small differences and for the recognition of the
benign otherness of Another.
K
The possibility of overcoming the Babylonian curse and the shibboleth

necropower

doomed to an end does not mean a fatalistic acceptance of the order and stoic
expectation of the end, nor the passionate participation in total war. The fatalist s
humility is a little betrayal of the larger life, a submission to the curse of Babylon.
Participation in necropower is a great betrayal of life, an ecstatic companionship to the
waltzing pair of Chaos and Nothingness. In the first case, one takes complexity as an
excuse not to live, not to manifest oneself, and not to preserve the chance given. In
the second case, it is a rebellion against life, a rebellion that accelerates the end of
everything.
The alternative to these two choices is koinonia, the creative acceptance of the
complexity and contradictions of the world.
Koine (
or
) was an interregional form of Greek, formed
from the merger of the Ionian and Attic dialects. Koine emerged as the Alexandrian
dialect, the language of the universal tribe of those who lived by the Library of
Alexandria. It lasted for long a time from the Hellenistic period to the early period of
the Byzantine Empire
and gave Christians the opportunity to translate the Old
Testament and spread it as the Septuagint beyond the geopolitical Jerusalem. And
many, like Marcus Aurelius, meditated in this language in search of their place in our
complex world.
The essence of koine, both in the form of the Hellenic
and in its many
other concrete-historical forms (Arabic, Chinese, English or other koines), is the
universal rejection of a shibboleth regime, the consent to coexist with other languages
and tribes.
Koine is an ontolinguistic practice that helps one be present and solve
unsolvable tasks. The practice of Koine allows both authentic presence in Beings,
gliding into Differences, and casting projects into Nothingness. Koine implies
recognition of the complexity and fluidity of the world, and it is capable of expressing
those Beings in which its speaker has been present, or into which its speaker has been
projected by the energy of his or her existence. This Koine is the practice of Humanity s
solidarity in the face of Nothingness.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Such Koine solidarity is also the idealistic framework of the K
Almanac. It
is my hope that our journal will serve the cause of mutual understanding among the
living, of productive dialogue among (passed and living) philosophers, and of the
solidarity to resist the erotic thanatos of Nothingness.

_____________________________________
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ZOO

20

-

21

-25, 24-25.
22

e produzione dialogica di H.S. Skovoroda
(Firenze: Firenze University Press, 2010), 110-111.
23

Memory Rose into Threshold Speech:
the Collected Earlier Poetry (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2020) 325.
24

Pierre Joris's translation.

25

Sovereignties in Question: The Poetics of

Paul Celan (Fordham University Press, 2005) 1-64, 26.
26
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The Deleuzian experience of philosophy
and François Zourabichvili
(An essay on the art of implication)
Lasha Kharazi1
_____________________________________
Abstract. This essay examines the theme of a Deleuzian experience of philosophy sensed inbetween the concepts of implication and explication. Philosophy primarily deals with a concept creation,
as Deleuze himself pointed out repeatedly, but if such an act of creation is not preceded by the real
experience of philosophy, is not potential value of a concept itself destined to be degraded into the
vulgarized identity of opinion? While following the immanent consistency of this question, it becomes
distinct that the Deleuzian philosophical system implicitly keeps in itself the reserves of thought, the
ones left without actualizations and nevertheless intuited as the more real resources for philosophical
experience than any possible domain of an actualized reality. In short, in a full parallelism with Deleuzian
ontology, only implicated virtual of every philosophy gives the true tonality to the explicated series of an
actual one.
After Deleuze, François Zourabichvili was the first thinker who expressed Deleuzian experience
of philosophy in accordance with such a logic. While clarifying the explicated registers of thought, he
never ceased to be a thinker of implicated depths and of intervals, thus and on this very risky passage
intensifying the affect for Deleuzian experience of philosophy. The article below conceptualizes the
singularity of such experience.
Key words: Implication, explication, Deleuze, virtual, actual, Zourabichvili, philosophy, intensity,
experience

_____________________________________
Writing on Deleuze is a demanding experience of thought. Incessantly fluctuating
processes of sense-development, rhythmic compositions heterogeneously distributed
all along the syntactic spaces of expression, continuous resonations from the
contracted philosophical material, acategorical voices of thought enveloped inbetween the fragmentarily substantiated intervals, intuitive dynamisms and
experimentations with pre-philosophical plane of immanence
all this makes it
demanding to write on him. From this plane, laid over the chaos of the virtual, a
philosophical sieve selects infinite movements of thought, thus giving the proper
consistency (or the actuality) to the virtual itself.2 Together with Deleuze confronting
chaos that is confronting an infinite speed of birth and of disappearance becomes
the true ethics of philosophy. Nevertheless, the very process of doing philosophy is
never passively distanced from the dangers of chaos: it neighbors with it, gazes into
its undifferentiated abyss, plunges into it, and only at this price extracts from it the
conceptual variations, as the most valuable realities of philosophy.3 Writing on
Deleuze, with a potentiality of encountered sign becoming an act of writing him, senses
itself as the real experience of a life, altogether disinterested with hermeneutical circles
of interpretation, liberated from the phenomenological authority of lived experience.4
What matters for a Deleuzian experience of philosophy is an intensity with its two
quantitative principles to keep in mind:
1) To affirm even the lowest;
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2) Not to be explicated too much.5
Hereafter paradoxical engine of the transcendental empiricism is activated;
multiplicities of concrete sensibilities, signs of encounter imperceptibly forcing thought
to move from sentiendum to cogitandum.6 And indeed, from the distinctive points of
the Deleuzian philosophy, one (that concerns the peculiar primacy of sensibility on the
way of thinking) is of a singular importance.
Do not explicate oneself (too much)
Deleuzian experience of philosophy
always keeps in itself the invisible surplus, a pure reserve of immateriality or of not yet
and never to be actualized virtuality. Evidently not in order to economize a subjectively
structured process of self-expression, neither in favor of constituting the transcendent
symbol for the organized field of expectation, nor even for the sake of consolidating
the dissymmetry between compounds of thought and limits of consciousness. An act
of explicating too much distorts the very logic of thought, its immanent consistency to
be in the midst of distinct, but of obscure ideas, between differential relations of actual
and of not yet and never to be differenciated movements of a virtual.7
In the beginning, the eventality of every philosophy springs from the touch of
sensibility with the virtual sensed in the implications of
philosophy. At this
point, the principle of intensity, that of not explicating too much, is never the preventive
institution of reason for confining the effects of vulgar voluntarism or a newly
the foremost question being at stake here is that of a life. But to what kind of life does
it concern? Spontaneously, but

the sooner the time would come
when he could no longer write

8

From the pure reserves of immanent life, an event, the fragment of complete beatitude
instantaneous act of a touch sensed in-between of already actualized form of the lived
life and of a life in its virtual infinitude.
A
symbolically dramatized as the text published two months before his death, where the
possibilities of writing on him become visible.
A life contains only virtuals.

9

It is never a question of achieving absolute homology between the empirical
indetermination of a life and the life in its biographical materiality. Necessarily enough
the principle of not explicating too much gains its ultimate glory here, with a
corresponding indirectness giving a voice to the last great and very Spinozian formula
10 Non-dialectical triad of a life ->> the plane of
of Deleuze
A
immanence ->>> the transcendental field is composed, together with the fourth
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element crowned as an imperceptible and impersonalized affect of philosophy, as the
source for these three to resonate with each other, never fully authorized by either of
them, but continuously implicated between their disjunctive intervals.11
If taken separately, each of these three lack an expression. Transcendental field
devoid of any possible reference to consciousness necessitates a plane of immanence
for actualizing a thought of the outside; the plane of immanence on its side is in a
permanent need of a life firstly to be laid out and afterwards to reproduce itself. A life
(with indefinite article to emphasize) becomes the real and yet immaterial consistency
of the event and thus repeatedly defines the geometry of disposition between the
transcendental field and the plane of immanence.
.

12

In the Deleuzian experience of philosophy, conventionally ordered dogmatic image of
thought (authorized by four fundamental coordinates: 1) innateness of the idea; 2) a
priori nature of concepts; 3) sincere nature of the truth; 4) universally shared good
sense) is replaced by spatiotemporal dynamisms initiated by encountered sign and
preceded by a pure relations of movements between intensive quantities of the life
and a life in its infinite variations.13
And still, why to value intensity so much? An answer to this question without
supplementary detours leads to the immanent vitalism of Deleuzian philosophy, to its
intensified spatium or voyage in place, something he calls thinking.14 In a Deleuzian
logic of thought, to think in the most concrete way means to experience a life - there
is a hard parallelism between these two, between a life with its sign of differentiating
the virtual multiplicity of the idea and a thought with its power to differenciating the
virtual multiplicities into the qualities and extensions of actualized series. This very
shift from the virtual process of differentiation to the actualized qualities of
differenciation is the moment whence the importance of intensity gains all its value.
Intensity is the operator through which the engine of actualization keeps going.

15

What a philosopher truly seeks, according to the Deleuzian image of thought, is
the reality of a virtual. Thought, contemplation, memory, sensibility all are the ways for
acquiring the real experience of a life. Thus, intensity is an echo of actualized reality
that is of explication, while explication in itself always and principally depends on the
order of differential relations constitutive of the idea which defines the affective
parameters of the world in the process of its making. This is why echoes of intensities
of explication are differentially traced from the varying intensities of implication. For
Deleuze, implication with its pure intensities always stands for something individual or
individuating, something he designates as the structure of
, something that
keeps in itself the expression of the possible/implicated world, something that
conditions the coming reality of a fractured I, the one interiorizing an empty form of
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time either as a result of the sudden encounter with a sign or due to the sovereign
freedom born out from the gifts of an old age.16 At this point the duration of implicating
and of implicated life might become the reserve of pure intensities or of (an)Other,
whose psychic singularity paradoxically expresses the world and simultaneously is
itself expressed with it. One phrase taken fro
resonates with the ethics of a life lived by a fractured I:

17

Populating a self with the world or
process of becoming-world intensifies
implicated dimensions of real experience. Through the fractured I, that is an I with the
imperceptible sense for the virtual, Other becomes interiorized with and by self,
imperceptibly loosening its similarity and identity with the outside and thus bit by bit
contracting the world of disparities. Other in its real possibility explicates the world, but
the self implicates all the variations expressed by Other.
18

What are needed are eyes to see the invisibilities of visible realities, a word to express
the experiences of language. A possible world expressed in the structure of Other
becomes the source of paradoxical beatitude, of something at once existing only in its
expression and nevertheless something resounding from the depth of implicated
intensities of a life. An affect is given a birth in this interval between explication and
implication.
not to be explicated too much
meant, above all,
not to explicate oneself too much with the other, not to explicate the other
too much, but to maintain one's implicit values and multiply
one's own world by populating it with all those expresseds
19
that do not exist apart from their ex
For Deleuze, two dimensions of heterogeneous concept of complication (that of
implication and explication), before all the possible ontic determinations, constitute
ways of living, or styles of life [des styles de vie], as he later named it. Whereas
implication extrac
materializes experimental activity of thought. What distantly bounds them together or
disjunctively synthesizes them with each other is intensity.
In the intensive machinery of implication/explication, the Deleuzian experience
of philosophy leaps out in its essential expression. His philosophy given as a quadrant
of differentiation-individuation-dramatisation-differenciation (being in a qualitative
equivalence with the model of a world), in the register of psychic systems or in a triadic
notion of expression (expressor, expressed, expression) proceeds through the
synthesizing asymmetry between the explication and implication. 20 What matters in
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this regard is that experience of philosophy impl
differentially repeated function of a world itself. The logic or immanent consistency of
the Deleuzian philosophy instead of restoring the jurisdiction of a method (as the
supreme guarantor for correctness of thought), adheres to the heterogeneously
complicated order of ideas and problems, to the actualized spatiotemporal dynamisms
and serializations, to the individuations and virtual differentiations, thus and
respectively from the backdoor reanimating the notion of a system. Philosophical
system actualized, that is a philosopher laying out the new plane of immanence,
The
Deleuzian experience of philosophical system in paralleling multiplicities contracts and
creates the blocks of historical thought and the intuition for the ones yet to be
reality of philosophy, in the midst of the pathos of constructivism, as its model of
realization, does not achieve its distinctive status unless sufficient portions of
contractions and speeds of creative experimentations are not assembled in it. From
this perspective, the Deleuzian experience of philosophical system becomes an open
multiplicity, composed by various resonances between problems and ideas,
differential repetitions and conceptual personages, degrees of contraction and
intensities of creation, contemplations and experimentations. The proportion between
individuating processes of implication and dynamisms of explication sets degrees for
implicated intensities of affect and for explicated extensions of percept. Whenever the
principle of not being explicated too much concerns the system of philosophy, Other
as a function of implication obtains all its necessary visibility. In the beginning, one as
(an)Other follows explicated threads of problems and questions posed in a concrete
philosophy, navigating over its plane, encountering concepts populating it. Implicated
depth as a pure reserve of thought or as a possible world stays completely out of
Loosing in this context in no way means stepping aside from the voice and sight of
explication but something remotely neighboring with the art of forgetting, with a partial
vividness of the pure past or with in-itself of the past times, where from the fragment
of a virtual is glimmering
the virtual object belongs to the pure past 21
At this point, first principle of intensity, that of affirming (even) the lowest is
coupled with an ethics of implication. Matter of eternal return is composed in the vitality
of given connection. To recollect the past times (past philosophies) not as a fact of
empirically lived experience, of something that ever took place in empirical memory
but to touch the past of every time [passé de tout temps], memorandum as the crystal
of being of the past, becoming the power of an essential memory, together with
sentiendum (crystal of sensibility) and cogitandum (crystal of thought) forming the
disjunctive system of a transcendental empiricism.22 In this paradoxical constellation,
the value of transcendental is to concretize crystals, while the responsibility of
empiricism is to ensure the living intensities of these crystals with experimentations.
We are born in a crystal, but the crystal retains only death,
and life must come out of it, after trying itself out. 23
From this point of view, the Deleuzian experience of philosophy together with
created concepts and intensities of repetition becomes the quasi-empirical equivalent
or virtual object for his system itself. Deleuzian ontological variation of eternal return
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extracts a fragment from the power of essential forgetting in order to reconfigure the
regime of non-philosophical disposition to philosophy and subsequently to lay out the
novel plane of immanence.

24

Forgetting gives voice to the repetition of return, but the very object of return is
the process of becoming Other,
never the same or the forgotten object recollected
in its similitude. Thus, doing philosophy with Deleuze, writing and thinking him by right
poses the question about the real possibilities of forgetting as the condition for
repeating only differences.
This is the point where from François
philosophy pays
attention. There is something gravitating in this experience, not
so much in the explicated registers of conceptualizations as in the depth of implicated
philosophy is composed by two fundamental claims, those ones regarding the
Implicated is always in-between words, phrases, punctuations, voices, signed with
simultaneity of nowhere and now-here, haunted by an affective crystal for times yet to
dynamism between implicated and explicated registers of thought. The consistency of
a given dynamism is entirely constituted by the logics of continuation. Thought must
be continued in its repetitive affirmation. Not to interpret but to affirm in difference, not
to investigate but to sense the fragment of implicated intensity, not to follow the
figuration of a phrase but to give the voice to the intervals dissolved in-between words
25
ht in
this interval of indiscernibility and yet of something being expressed in distinctiveness
with Deleuzian experience of philosophy, given as a potentiality of thought to move
infinitely in-between of explicated order of things and of virtual singularities of
philosophy. In the first preface to his main work on Deleuze, Zourabichvili writes:

What belongs to Deleuze and what belongs to others is hardly discernible,
and cannot be evaluated in terms of authenticity or influence.
By contrast, the new and anonymous configuration that is affirmed
in this free indirect oeuvre is distinct, and it can bear no name other
26

For
And this is so not for the purpose of depotentializing
the value of truth
a mere inheritance of a vulgar nihilism, but for the sake of giving
a voice to the productive power of perspectivism, to the multiple variations of truth.
What matters at this point is that an affect as the image of truth, in no way presupposes
27
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reactive voluntarism of a subject-philosopher, but the one who singularizes the
experience of implicated intensities of virtual, encountering the sign of the outside,
contingency of
philosophy. An event of philosophical simplicity might occur
at this place. Crystals of sentiendum, memorandum and cogitandum each in its
distinctiveness emitting the signs of a life, multiplicities of virtual singularities, in the
genitality of thought transfiguring the dynamism of a philosophical creation.
the history of philosophy should play a role
roughly analogous to that of collage in painting. The history of philosophy
is the reproduction of philosophy itself. In the history of philosophy,
a commentary should act as a veritable double and
28
bear the
In the explicated registers of thought Zourabichvili seems to be content with this
formulation for the history of philosophy. Indeed, he reproduces and recombines
fragments from Deleuzian philosophy, composing and disseminating veritable doubles
of thought. And still, how far his entire experience of Deleuzian philosophy might be
framed with this definition? Limited domain of explicated commentaries...? If affect
becomes a truth, does not philosophy (in its expression) with it become an implicated
crystal of the virtual, lightning between the fragmentary body of a life (philosophy of
Deleuze) and commentaries (history of philosophy) on it? From this point of view every
singularly expressed history of philosophy becomes the continuation of the implicated
virtual for the actual one.
it does not exist outside of bodies
even though it does not resemble their actuality. It is not
the ensemble of possibilities, but that which bodies implicate,
that of which bodies are the actualization. The abstraction
begins once bodies are separated from the virtual they implicate,
retaining only the disincarnated appearance
29

A philosophical body in its experimental condition implicates virtual or at least is
attuned to do so. An act of implication is never the task limited by the censoring
function of consciousness but is intensified by impersonally affirmative continuation.
With the sign of encounter thinking is engendered in thought but encounter itself is
always a touch with virtual singularities, with their quasi-immateriality
30
f work
is first of all defined by impersonalized and pre-individualized ability to give a
movement to the Deleuzian sense for a reality of the virtual, to follow its intensive
becomings and all along this risky passage to constitute the new image and time for
thought.
So, if Zourabichvili gives the voice to the implicated intensities of Deleuzian
philosophy, how to think (about) the philosopher who himself wrote on Deleuze? What
might be our perspective at this point? Justifying the explicated affinity between the
two would be of interpretative value, organizing principle of which would inevitably lead
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us to the supreme authority of signification and therefore in the neighborhood to the
dogmatic image of thought. Critically examining the Zourabichvilian resonations for the
concepts created by Deleuze, would be of functional importance and nevertheless
something marked with the portion of exhausted automatism of thought. The question
to be asked in this regard concerns not to the psychologically stimulated motivations
pragmatics of philosophy in its infinite continuation. How to ensure continuation of
philosophy? Where and how to pick up that Nietzschean arrow that gives the living
necessity to the philosophical untimeliness?
Unmasking erroneousness of any philosophical tradition is never the solution
here. Alliance between Nietzschean force of demystification as the principal function
of philosophy together with Deleuzian imperative for concept creation all together
steps aside from judgmental eyes of dogmatic image of thought. A philosopherdemystifier with the power of created concepts aims to experience philosophy in its
actual necessity. Overcoming established order of things, valuing a life as the
immanence of immanence, denouncing tyrannies and intensifying active compositions
all are epiphenomenon of philosophically signed experience. In such constellation of
things, philosophy becomes the materialized source for implicated energy of a life and
the one who leaps into this dynamism of becoming-other crowns the process of infinite
movement of thought.

Philosophy is not a discourse on life but a vital activity,
a way life has of intensifying itself by preserving its passages,
of testing and evaluating its own divergences and incompatibilities
in short, of becoming-subject, with all the ambiguity and instability
characterizing the disjunctive synthesis. In this respect,
nothing is more painful than the spiteful jeremiads
about the abstraction of philosophers and the little concern
[vécu].
In fact, they have better things to do. They have to live,
to become, and to live the becoming-subject of life.
The philosopher thinks only by virtue of signs encountered,
and we need not look elsewhere for his relation to his time,
31
his untimel
Even dictionary (something over-formalistic by its nature) of Deleuzian concepts
impersonality of a life. The language becomes the living material for the virtual, only
distantly refracting the implicated intensities of thought in words. What if a logical
will for clarification proceeds through
explicated variations of sense, whilst implicated singularities of virtual resonate from
in-betweens of language? Understanding necessitates the operation of translation,
while encountering the sensible sign of philosophy or the immanent affect for a life
releases its incorporeal double in the midst of a pre-philosophical intuition of the
language.
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What if a life in its nonorganic power before all other systems summons the being
of a language? For a philosopher who does not hesitate to philosophize it certainly
does in the closest approximation. A philosopher in the wilderness of concept creation
together with crystallized sensibilities for material movement of a word lays out the
novel plane of immanence. For populating the pre-philosophical plane of immanence,
language necessitates concepts of its own creation. This is why, in his very specific
way Deleuze intensifies the productive alliance between a language and philosophy
and Zourabichvili being from the first ones, who experienced implicated intensities of
Deleuzian thought alongside with impersonalized sign of a philosopher.
From this point of view, François
(Deleuze. Une philosophie de l'événement), is less a work of clarification than of an
intervalized continuation. The object of continuation is a Deleuzian thought itself. New
ethics for history of philosophy is one more time regained The one being completely
indifferent to faith in interpretations. Interpretations always come after, they are nearly
everywhere. What matters for Zourabichvili are the real possibilities for encountering
Deleuzian experience in affective tonalities of philosophy. Zourabichvili invents
Deleuzian affect not primarily as an instrument for clarifying him but as the principal
source for continuously affirming his philosophy into the repetitive infinitude of the
same affect. Intensities of implicated breath, movements of thought in-between the
proper names, crystals of sensibilities and infinite lines of disjunctive continuations all
together saturate the Zourabichvilian experience of Deleuzian affect.

But spoke for you perfectly in my thoughts,
32

Touching the implicated depth of a virtual and thus following the principle of not
explicating too much inaugurates the logic of the event for this distinct and yet
indiscernible regime of philosophy. Together with Zourabichvili doing history of
philosophy becomes the sign of (an)Other as an actualized expression of a possible
world.

is composed of nothing but signs, on condition that
33

Doing history of philosophy as the immanent continuum for affect creation.
Encountering Deleuze in the midst of philosophical affect, whence dogmatism of
representational mind unexpectedly fades away and thread of intuition becomes more
real than any other form of actuality. Zourabichvili with his philosophical hour invites
us into this singular temporality, the eventality of which springs from the Deleuzian
experience of thought, the one from the very beginning signed with the hard necessity
to do philosophy as the intensity coming from its infinitely immanent continuation:
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ize the world or Nature in its eventality [événementialité],
to create signs in language that preserve its distinctions or singularities (concepts)
this is what is proper to philosophy. The philosophical hour
is not that of general rather than particular questions,
but that of singular questions that seize the event as such,
or which seize things as events. A concept does not represent reality,
it neither comments upon it nor explains it:
it carves out pure dramas within what happens,
independently of the persons or objects to which they happen.
Thus the Other, space, time, matter, thought, truth, possibility, etc.,
34

Thus, philosophy in the circle of encounter between Deleuze and Zourabichvili,
primarily experiences itself as an art of implication. There is a sense placed in the very
depth of mentioned encounter, that before explicating a thing we need to possess the
reserves of implicated intensities of a life, of those eventual complications that are
never fully expressed and nevertheless, that are the only realities giving the true
consistency to thoughts that we are.
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lecturer at the Caucasus University. His sphere of research is the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze.
2

But how to define the plane of immanence and its disposition to the registers of the actual and the
virtual? For the Deleuzian image of thought, this disposition is of strategic importance, insofar as the
very experience of philosophy and the possibilities of creation in general are conditioned by it. So, let
us ask the question, what is the plane of immanence? Together with Deleuze one rarely encounters the
domain of fixed definitions, but of affirmative approximations hovering all over the objects of thought. In
What is philosophy?
rather the image of thought, the image thought gives itself of what it means to think, to make use of
thought, to find one's bearings in thought. It is not a method, since every method is concerned with
disposition between the plane of immanence and the registers of the actual and the virtual. For Deleuze,
every possible thought necessitates its own image through which it engenders the act of thinking within
itself [anarchic pathos of A Thousand Plateaus, with its attempt to liberate thought from any kind of
image at all, is not relevant in this regard]. But the thinker i.e. the one who thinks the thought never
grasps the materiality of thought in its always already actualized reality [vulgarity of opinion?]. The
process of engendering the act of thinking in thought
i.e. constructing the image of thought proceeds
by the tiniest particles, i.e. the virtuals,
relationship between the plane
of immanence and the actualizations we experience? Stylistically in a very unusual text of Deleuze, The
Actual and the Virtual
object occurs, is itself constituted when both object and image are virtual. But the process of
actualization undergone by the actual is one which has as great an effect on the image as it does on
both of them occur
with infinite speeds and movements. Philosophy with all its powers of actualization proceeds through
constructions made from the virtuality of the plane of immanence and the series of actualizations
problematized within the actual. See Gilles Deleuze & Felix Guattari, What is philosophy?, trans. Hugh
Tomlinson and Graham Burchell (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 37, 118; Gilles Deleuze
& Claire Parnet,
Dialogues II, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara
Habberjam (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007), 148, 149.
3

Deleuze & Guattari, What is philosophy?, 118, 202.

4

Difference between the life and a life constitutes the implicit and never fully conceptualized kernel of
the Deleuzian philosophy. In a parallelism with the logic of difference between the actual and the virtual
(developed in the endnote # I), the life can be identified as the equivalent of the individualized actuality
(necessarily including animals and plants), while a life (with indefinite article) is implicated as the
ontological equivalent of the anonymous and extra-biographical virtual, something singular by its very
any possibilities of naming and symbolization. In his final essay, Immanence: Une
Vie... (English translation of which very mistakenly lacks the sign of ellipsis in the name), we find the
only fragment where the Deleuzian sense for a life is articulated. L
is immanence? A Life . . . No one has described what a life is better than Charles Dickens, if we take
the indefinite article as an index of the transcendental. A disreputable man, a rogue, held in contempt
by everyone, is found as he lies dying. Suddenly, those taking care of him manifest an eagerness,
respect, even love, for his slightest sign of life. Everybody bustles about to save him, to the point where,
in his deepest coma, this wicked man himself senses something soft and sweet penetrating him. But to
the degree that he comes back to life, his saviors turn colder, and he becomes once again mean and
crude. Between his life and his death, there is a moment that is only that of a life playing with death.
The life of the individual gives way to an impersonal and yet singular life that releases a pure event
freed from the accidents of internal and external life, that is, from the subjectivity and objectivity of what
s and who attains a sort of beatitude. It is a
haecceity no longer of individuation but of singularization: a life of pure immanence, neutral, beyond
good and evil, for it was only the subject who incarnated in the midst of things that made it good or bad.
The life of such individuality fades away in favor of the singular life immanent to a man who no longer
a life set as the immanent source for philosophical experience leaves no place for the philosopher being
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interested with the phenomenological norm of lived experience. What matters for the one is the intensity
Pure Immanence
Essays on A Life,
trans. Anne Boyman (New York: Zone Books, 2001), 28-29.
5

Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University Press,
1994), 244
6

Intensity with its two quantitative principles is only possible to be activated within the machine of
transcendental empiricism. But what is the idea of transcendental empiricism? In the Deleuzian
experience of philosophy, virtual as the infinite reserve of impersonal and pre-individual singularities is
by nature transcending any kind of consciousness. For Deleuze personal (in the Kantian sense of the
personal form of I) or impersonal (in the Sartrian sense of impersonal form) modality of consciousness
never grasps the true meaning of transcendental. The reality of experience (and not its mere possibility
that always already doubles the data of consciousness as in a Kantian version of transcendentality) is
singularized by empirical manifestations and nevertheless, the transcendental is never merely traced
from the empirical. As Zo
advance of every experience, except by missing its essential variation, its inherent singularity, and by
applying to it a discourse so general as to leave the concept and the object in a relation of mutual
ingenious text on Deleuze
might be helpful in this regar
as a field of consciousness. But if it thus appears in Kant as a pure consciousness without any
experience, in Deleuze, by contrast, the transcendental is resolutely separated from every idea of
consciousness, appearing as an experience without either consciousness or subject: a transcendental
singularize itself is activated within the machine of transcendental empiricism. Simply following Deleuze
it becomes clear that apprehending the crystal of the sensible or something that can only be sensed in
the sensible, the real experience of a life proceeds through the differential elements in intensity:
apprehend directly in the sensible that which can only be sensed, the very being of the sensible:
difference, potential difference and differen
Deleuze: A philosophy of the event together
with the vocabulary of Deleuze, trans. Kieran Aarons (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012),
Potentialities Collected Essays in Philosophy,
trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 225. Deleuze, Difference and
Repetition, 56-57, 141.
7

For Deleuze ideas are the purely virtual multiplicities that are actualized by differenciation. Speaking
otherwise, all the spatio-temporal dynamisms (species and parts, qualities and extensities) are
actualized as a result of the idea being differenciated. And intensive field of individuation or simply
intensity as Deleuze writes is the determinant in this process of actualization/differenciation/genuine
creation. But the idea itself, in its own virtuality is undifferenciated, and nevertheless it must not be
identified with something indeterminate. Ideas as the virtual multiplicities are differentiated i.e. they keep
explicating too much becomes the method for intuiting the virtual multiplicities of ideas. See Deleuze,
Difference and Repetition, 214, 279, 245, 247
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A
the text-contraction or the crystal-text reflecting the entire body of work of Deleuze (written under the
utterly deteriorated health condition), the first time Deleuzian thinker is placed in-between the triadic
circle of a life, the plane of immanence and the transcendental field. Whilst the transcendental field is
-subjective consciousness, a pre-reflexive impersonal consciousness, a
simply non-consciousness, the plane of immanence annuls any possible reference of transcendental
field to the consciousness (even taken in a conceptual relation to the former) once and for all. Thus, the
transcendental field being devoid of any form of consciousness opens the way to the plane of
immanence, which in essence is the immanence always being immanent only to itself. A life for Deleuze
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nothing more than an absolute immanence or the immanence of immanence. Something that is
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beyond subjective or objective determinations, never fully actualized in time-space and never grasped
in the materiality of lived experience. It is a life of pure virtuals, of pure singularities which are never the
datas of explicated biography but of implicated intensities experienced into the intervals of event.
Philosophical affect understood in accordance with the Deleuzian image of thought becomes the vital
material for this three to resonate with each other. See Deleuze, Immanence: A life, 25-33.
12
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roles dominate the actors, the spaces dominate the roles and the Ideas dominate the spaces.
Furthermore, by virtue of the complexity of Ideas and their relations with other Ideas, the spatial
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Failure Scenarios:
On democracies that are capable of defending themselves
and those that are not
Leonid Luks1
_____________________________________
Abstract.

famous book of 1945.

manage to completely destroy the system they reject? In light of the recent events in the US, this
question becomes more urgent than ever. And this essay offers an answer to it.
Key words: Adolf Hitler, Arthur Moeller van den Bruck, Bolsheviks, Donald Trump, Erich
Ludendorff, Hermann Rauschning, Iraklii Tsereteli, Joe Biden, Konrad Heiden, National Socialism,
Petrograd Soviet of Worker´s and Soldier´s Deputies, Semyon Frank, Vladimir Lenin

_____________________________________
What is the state of American democracy after the storming of the Capitol by militant
Trump supporters on 6 January 2021? This is the number one issue for numerous
eople. The
American people is broken, and no one knows whether the rupture can be healed. He
concludes that Trump has bequeathed a country with a poisoned soul. In brief,
2

Does this mean that one of the oldest democracies in modern times is about to
democracies which ended up collapsing due to internal dilemmas? In order to answer
this question, I would like to briefly outline the failure scenarios of two democracies. I
fall of the tsar in February-March 1917.

The
The fall of the unpopular Romanov dynasty brought about by the February Revolution
of 1917 was welcomed euphorically by an overwhelming majority within Russian
society. The reason why one of the oldest European monarchies disintegrated after a
revolutionary struggle in the capital that only lasted three days was mainly due to the
utter lack of support amongst every class of its own population, ranging from the poor
to the political elite. Practically no one was prepared to defend the monarchy. Eight
months later, however, the first Russian democracy founded on the debris of the tsarist
regime also collapsed. This system hardly enjoyed any support either. How could
things come to such a pass? To find out, we need to study the sothe February Revolution, as Leon Trotsky once put it.3 In fact, the revolution consisted
of two separate and even opposing revolutions: on the one hand that of the
Europeanized intelligentsia who wanted to reform Russia into a parliamentary
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democracy based on western models, and on the other the insurrection of the
underclasses whose expectations of the February Revolution were quite different. For
the latter wanted to see their ancient ideals of justice, containing primarily egalitarian
elements, fulfilled, as several authors have pointed out.
The Russian lower classes used the revolution to rebel against the principles
of hierarchy. Political parties that questioned the principle of equality had little chance
of survival during the egalitarian frenzy that dominated the year 1917. The chasm
between the top and bottom of Russian society that had been exceptionally deep for
generations now reached a dimension unheard of in Europe at that time. After the first
few days of the revolution this chasm became institutionalized. Bourgeois-liberal
circles felt represented by the Provisional government formed on 2 March 1917,
whereas the lower classes felt represented by the basic democratic Petrograd Soviet
of Worker´s and Soldier´s Deputies, which developed at around the same time.
After the fall of the tsar, the country was swept up into a frenzy of freedom. The
appeals of moderate socialists to act sensibly and responsibly fell on deaf ears. Why
should peasants wait until the constitutional assembly had been called before
expropriating landowners and workers refrain from establishing worker control
4

Did the radicality of the masses, which seemed almost impossible to quell, mean that
the young Russian democracy was doomed to fail? Far from it. What was of greater
class. In the pioneering anthol
philosopher Semyon Frank writes:

do [the popular classes] initiate and shape political life.
Even in a highly democratic state the people consti
5

groups forming the backbone of the most powerful organ of the revolution, the
Petrograd Soviet, described above. Here it should be mentioned that the
overwhelming majority of the Soviet leaders during the first phase of the revolution
belonged to the moderate socialist parties, which were totally against the populist
demands of the radical opposition in the Soviet, i.e., the Bolsheviks. Yet, despite their
rejecting Bolshevist demagoguery, they continued to consider the Bolshevists as
kindred spirits within the common cause,6 which was to prove disastrous for the prodemocracy majority in the Soviet. One of the leaders of the Menshevik Party, Iraklii
Tsereteli, recognized the nature of the Bolshevist danger, one of the few moderate
socialist politicians to do so. As Tsereteli noted in June 1917, the counterrevolution
could enter through one door only, that of the Bolshevists.7 These words sounded like
blasphemy to most of the pro-democratic socialists, however. They regarded the
naryBolshevists, they felt, would lead to weakening their own side.8
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The Bolshevist Disaster in July 1917
In his memoirs Tsereteli writes that the non-Bolshevist majority in the Soviet did not
want any power so as not be forced to act against the Bolsheviks not only verbally but
several situations in which supporters of Russian democracy attempted to resist the
extreme left challenge, with some success, especially during the coup attempted by
the Bolsheviks at the beginning of July, which ended in a disaster for the putschists.
This event shows that a solid democracy was starting to form, and that the young
Russian democracy was quite capable of standing up to its radical opponents. An
estimated 800 leaders involved in the July insurrection were arrested, including many
Bolsheviks. The pro-Bolshevist military units were disarmed, and the Bolshevist press
largely banned.9 To avoid arrest, Lenin fled the capital and lived at a secret location in
discrediting factor was that the government published documents about the
cooperation of the Bolsheviks with the Germans. Lenin was threatened with a trial for
treason.
Why did the Bolsheviks gain power?
How did the Bolsheviks manage to gain power just four months later, despite this
decisive setback? This was mainly due to the attitude of the non-Bolshevist left. The
attempt by the Bolsheviks to overturn the established order with the aid of violence in
They continued to be accepted as an integral part of the socialist solidarity community
and so representatives of the Soviet majority refused to take tough measures against
them. Despite their participation in the attempted coup, the Bolshevist Party was not
indicted for hostile activities against the state.
This lenience was interpreted by the Bolsheviks as weakness. Later Lenin
acknowledged the Bolsheviks had committed a series of errors which their opponents
could have exploited during the power struggle. Luckily, their enemies failed to take
decisive action.10
The Bolsheviks benefited from the fact that the moderate socialists were
terrified of a counterrevolution.
they viewed the Bolsheviks as potential
allies in the conflict against the right. Did this confrontation really demand the
mobilization of all the forces on the left, including militant anti-democrats such as the
August in 1917 showed that the army was no longer an effective instrument in the
struggle against the own society.11 Russian democracy in fact had no need of the
extreme left to successfully eliminate the danger posed by the right. Nevertheless, the
moderates rearmed the Bolsheviks after the latter had been disarmed during the July
coup
the catastrophic consequence of the Kornilov affair. After that the Provisional
government and the moderate socialists in the Soviet lost the political initiative.
Paralyzed, they watched the ambitious strategic steps taken by the Bolsheviks, who
were masters at making full use of the new democratic freedoms to nip the democracy
in the bud.12
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2.
Let us now turn to the gradual erosion and su
democracy, established following the 1918 November Revolution. Above all, it is
necessary to mention the attempt by those contemptuous of the Weimar Republic to
hollow out the state using myths and legends. For one thing, it involved the notorious
-in-the-back legend.
Germany, who controlled the country almost completely during the final years of World
War I. Following the failure of the German Spring offensive in 1918, the ruling circles
realized that defeat at the front could not be prevented without ending hostilities
immediately. But in order to evade responsibility for defeat, the ruling elite transferred
power to the previously impotent Reichstag and its political parties. Thus, Germany
acquired a parliamentary form of government not by means of struggle from below but
by the military.13 And now this unexpectedly empowered
parliament was to assume responsibility for the disastrous outcome of the war and all
its consequences.
General Erich Ludendorff, who together with General Field Marshall von
imposed a type of military dictatorship on Germany from August 1916, during the final
two years of the war, claimed in his memoirs published in 1919 that Germany had not
lost the war on the external but on the internal front. The pacifist and defeatist ideology
of the democratic opposition had sapped the fighting spirit of the troops.14 In other
words, not the all-powerful military but the impotent political parties were to blame for
-in-the-back legend,
r Europe had failed not because this goal
was an unrealizable dream but due to the treason of a small group of internal enemies.
Rejection of the West and Western Values
-in-thewas also caused by a radical rejection of the West and the values associated with it.
had been dispelled, the German right began to demonize both the Western victors and
the values they stood for. The severity of the Treaty of Versailles, which actually did
not differ that much from the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk signed on the Eastern Front in
March 1918, was reason enough for those in the Weimar Republic who supported
pride developed into an all-consuming motif penetrating their every thought and act:
to deny the existence of a common European heritage.
in 1923. He added that:
The meager territory onto which we had been crowded
conceals the enormous danger that comes from us.
15
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Many supporters of the Conservative Revolution and other nationalist groups
condemned liberalism imported from the West as the mortal enemy of the Germans
and in fact of the entire humanity. For Moeller van den Bruck liberalism constituted a
conviction.16
This moralizing attitude so typical of the Conservative Revolutionaries now
came to the fore. Authors who because of the injustice perpetrated in Versailles were
prepared to blow up the entire European order, mocking any form of humanitarian
sentimentalism, accused liberalism of being morally apathetic, and all in the same
breath. No wonder that this moralizing immoralism, which was quick to sanctify its own
planned actions but and declare its opponents to be incurable, wicked sinners,
attracted so many followers.
By criticizing liberalism, the proponents of the Conservative Revolution latched
onto the age-old conservative topos, labelling liberalism as a deadly power. They
claimed it destroyed the organic bonds within a community by promoting the lower,
selfish instincts of every individual. Instead of public service, the struggle for individual
interests stood at the heart of atomized liberal society. According to the legal scholar
Carl Schmitt, the liberal Weimar Republic was no longer a state. Individual segments
in society (political parties, interest groups, etc) were seizing state power and abusing
it purely for their own benefit. He thought the state as the embodiment of public service
was being abolished. German critics of liberalism regarded the legislative powers of
the liberal state as an incurable weakness, since they believed this type of state to be
incapable of making decisions and dealing with crises successfully. Within the
legislative state, Carl Schmitt complained, people or authorities no longer existed: they
had been replaced by laws.17
stripped of its original meaning and been replaced by abstract norms. Schmitt s
student, Ernst Forsthoff, added that honor
of a community without either honor or dignity.18
Therefore the Conservative Revolutionaries yearned for a genuine ruler, for a
Caesar. A charismatic leader, whose appearance had already been considered
controversial by several great European thinkers in the 19 th and early 20th centuries,
whilst filling others with great expectations, was to act as a substitute for impersonal
institutions by imposing his will. Heroes were called for, not doctrines, classes or
anemic institutions. A former representative of the Conservative Revolution, Ernst
Niekisch, later wrote (in 1936) that the German middle-class masses were fed up with
being ruled by impersonal legislation and despised the freedom such laws provided;
words, they preferred the volatile moods and erratic behavior
the firm reliability of an inviolable, constitutional order. 19
The Zeitgeist
The tragic fate of the Weimar Republic was also closely linked to the mood of the time.
This was the era that glorified national egoism (sacro egoismo). Politicians like Gustav
Stresemann, who strove to reconcile Germany with the victorious Western powers,
were unable to appease the elements in their country that radically despised the West.
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But many other European countries were also experiencing exceptionally high levels
of intensely emotional nationalism.

After the Depression of October 1929 rocked the world, the demise of the Weimar
Republic seemed inevitable. The extremist majority in the Reichstag (including the
NSDAP and communist KPD) now completely paralyzed the German parliamentarian
system. In the general election held in July 1932 the NSDAP gained more than 37%
of the vote. Therefore the democratic playi
Socialists had no chance of seizing power on their own.
As opposed to the Russian state apparatus in 1917, the German political
system at the beginning of the 1930s was still relatively intact and so the National
Socialists were unable to conquer the state single-handedly by following the Bolshevist
example. They were dependent on the cooperation of non-National Socialists. They had
no choice but to seek a compromise with the ruling groups in the Reichstag before they
could seize power. To speed up matters, the National-Socialist leadership drove home
their message of the ubiquitous communist danger.20
Just as the Bolsheviks in 1917 had cleverly exploited the exaggerated fears of the
Russian democratic parties of an imminent rightthe National Socialists used the exaggerated fears of a communist revolution held by the
conservative classes. As to whether a communist revolution really posed any danger in
the early 30s in Germany, this is what the conservative politician Hermann Rauschning
had to say, shortly after he had broken with Hitler after the National-Socialist takeover:

not even a left-wing political insurgence! Even those circles
currently spreading the myth of a pending Bolshevist coup
know this full well, and have proven with their own tactics
that it was only possible for a coup to succeed
21

Thus, the German power issue was decided by conservative elements which
only represented a tiny segment of society. In 1993 the Berlin historian Heinrich
August Winkler wrote that no other highly industrialized society had a pre-industrial
elite able to cling on to as much political power as the Junkers in the Germany of the
Weimar Republic.

In 1923 (during the Ruhr crisis) a German state crisis had been resolved by means of
a coalition of the conservatives and the SPD (Social Democrats). But in 1933 the
They now tried to overcome the crisis by establishing a coalition with a party that saw
itself as the enemy number one of the Weimar State. On 24 November 1932 President
von Hindenburg had turned down Hitler s demand that he should be Chancellor and
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sent Hitler the message that he feared that a presidential cabinet led by Hitler was
bound to become a dictatorship, with all the consequences that would entail.22 Yet,
only two months later, the very same president of the Reich named Hitler Chancellor,
23

3. Is American democracy experiencing a twilight phase?
Is democracy in the USA today in its twilight, comparable to 1917 Russia or 1930s
t,
above)? To answer these questions, I would like to compare a couple of aspects of
the Russian and German scenarios, described above, with US developments following
four years of the Trump administration. The first question applies to every single
democracy: does the governed population have the ability to change the government
by means of an election? In Russia the population did sharply rebuff the Bolshevist
dictatorship just weeks after the Bolshevist coup by voting in the constitutional
assembly. The Bolshevist party only received a disastrous 24% of the votes. Yet the
Bolsheviks were not prepared to respect the election results and violently dissolved
the constitutional assembly in January 1918, thus preventing their rule from being
democratically legitimized for once and for all.
n the presidential
election of 3 November 2020, all his legal suits were unanimously rejected by the
American courts. This clearly proves the independence of the American judiciary.
Nothing like that could ever have happened in Soviet Russia. The Bolsheviks
considered the separation of powers to be a bourgeois relic, and it was formally
abolished in the first Soviet constitution of July 1918.
Let us now turn to the storming of the Washington Capitol by militant Trump
supporters on 6 January 2021. For several observers this event has a symbolic
significance, similar to the Reichstag fire on 27 February 1933. This however ignores
a fundamental difference between the two events. Several weeks after the fire, Hitler
used the Enabling Act to strip the German Parliament of its powers and turn it into a
toothless puppet. Only a matter of hours after the Capitol had been stormed, the
1917-18 or Germany in 1933, American democracy prevailed in warding off a headon attack on its founding pillars.
But the consequences of the Trump era are bound to be a burden to US political
.
s supporters believe it to be true. What is really worrying
is the fact that 139 Republican representatives as well as eight senators refused to
Trumpists. This is why some c
-in-the-in-thepolitical machinery of the Weimar de
democratic institutions proved to be much more robust than many a sceptic had
feared, and the final days of the Trump era did not witness a repetition of the 1933
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German scenario. Nevertheless, the self-healing process will occupy American society
for many years to come.
In his inaugural address on 20 January Joe Biden made the following appeal to
his fellow countrymen:
We must end this uncivil war that pits red against blue,
rural versus urban, conservatives versus liberal.
We can do this if we open our souls
instead of hardening our hearts. 24
The future will show whether this appeal by the 46th President of the United
States will contribute towards breaking down the barriers and reconcile the two
intractably divided political camps.
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The Anthropological Gaze:
Deconstructing the Security Knowledge
Giovanni Ercolani1
_____________________________________
Abstract.
formation of his own symbolic universe and identity, and security knowledge is one of these
descriptions. However, security is a myth, and security knowledge, which now is based on the threat
perception of 'the risk of...', through the rite of securitization process is transformed into technological
knowledge, ideologies, cultural systems, and post-political biopolitics. As a result of this process,
humankind is back into the Plato's cave in which lives the reality through images broadcasted on internet
and social media. Here, in order to question the manufacturing of the security knowledge, is presented
the epistemological and critical tool of the anthropological gaze.
Key words: security, myth, rite, securitization process, anthropological gaze

_____________________________________
This essay is about the concept of security and the fabrication of security knowledge
Indeed,
who controls the description of the world controls the world. Humankind lives inside
s to the formation of his own symbolic
universe and identity. These narratives, in their extreme cases, when they officially
deal with security-insecurity topics, produce shared anxiety which leads to societal
regression characterized by blind-trust toward the political leaders. What is more, our
anxiety is the main ingredient, and is fabricated, distributed, and managed by agents:
power-knowledge-security (PKS) structures and news-social media-internet
companies. However, these agents compete with each other for power and status quo,
-insecurity-anxiety narrative) in
which they pretend to play the role of the hero, whilst fabricating their own cultural
hero-system2. This struggle takes place in the arena of the market of anxiety. In
addition, these descriptions are converted in technological knowledge, ideologies,
cultural systems, and post-political biopolitics
We need to interpret interpretations more than to interpret things, and in order
epistemological and critical tool of the anthropological gaze.
Any time we talk about security-insecurity we talk about anxiety which is
basically the first emotion we experience when we were born, and which will
accompany us for the rest of our life3. However, most of the time we experience this
anxiety not directly, but as an emotion which we live through a description of a fearful
event or condition. A clear example of these fearful descriptions which have
characterized our recent times are the Cold War period, the War on Terrorism time,
the global risk society, and now the Covid-19 pandemic, and as Huysmans argues
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[I]nsecurity is not a fact of nature

4

.

For the Italian philosopher and psychoanalyst Umberto Galimberti5 humankind
has never lived in the World, but always in its description which, in different historical
periods, has been provided by religion, philosophy, science, and now technology.
Humankind lives into the description of the world, and his relationship with it passes
through the ideas that wrap the things. These descriptions participate in the
construction of the social reality6 and the symbolic universe7 in which humankind lives
his existence.
8 produced and property
In this essay,
of power-knowledge-security structures. And because of the dependent use of
internet, social media, web pages, etc., (we are connected 24h/7/365 to internet) and
opologically
9, which means the individual who lives
reality through the images of the media, who imagines the world through the media,
and who, at the same time, is intellectually atrophied, and is not able anymore to
imagine anything new and different from what the media feed him.

(description of the world-capital) produced, fabricated, and managed by powerknowledge-security structures, news companies (CNN, BBC, RT, Al Jazeera, TRT
World, CCTV, etc.), and social media and internet companies (Facebook, Twitter,
cave.
However, I do see our lives globally lived inside what Beck10
,
the risk, which is inherent in modern society, has contributed towards the formation of
a global risk society. In modern society, there is a technological change going on. What
is particular about the modern risk society is that the hazards of risk do not remain
restricted to one country only. In the age of globalization, these risks affect all countries
and all social classes. They have global, and not merely personal consequences.
Industrial society has created many new dangers of risks unknown in previous ages.
The risks associated with global warming are one example. In the present era of
industrialization, the nature of risk has undergone tremendous change. Earlier, there
was no absence of risk. But these risks were natural dangers or hazards. There was
an earthquake, there was epian demic, there was a famine and there were floods. But
the risks in modern society are created by our own social development and by the
development of
securitization, and security itself is a myth.
An example of a power-knowledge-security structure that has transformed its
own narrative in order to survive and to maintain its status quo position in time and
space is NATO. Established during the cold war, up to 1989, it produced a clear
description of the world (security knowledge produced through the process of
securitization, considered here as capital) divided into two clear competing Manichean
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areas, where the threat was embodied by the USSR and the various Communist
Parties around the planet. As the Berlin wall collapsed and the USSR imploded, its
descriptions of the world changed and unclear images of threats emerged: NATO
Strategic Concepts 1991, and 199911. With the terrorist attack of September 11th,
2001, the description changed again, but the very definition and identification of
terrorism were never clear cut. This brought NATO to adopt a different language and
grammar in order to produce its new narrative (security knowledge-capital) in which
201012. Both of them anxieties and terminologies open to multiple subjective
interpretations. However, as the world was changing, even the security environment
changed, because the hero position of NATO was challenged, inside this market of
anxiety, by the role and descriptions of insurance companies, private military
companies, medias and social medias, and internet companies, each one of them
fabricating and distributing t
security and insecurity (security knowledge-capital), while presenting themselves as a
hero.
Then, while comparing the reality to the description of the reality, and being
conscious of its repercussion on the lives of societies, a clear-cut research question
emerges:
ecurity knowledge-capital legitimate security knowledge or is something
else? Because legitimate security knowledge is security knowledge which one can
profess as a security expert with a degree of seriousness and without being labeled
13 Consequently, this question challenges the truthfulness and the
presumed good intention of the official narrative and unveils the real power interest
hidden behind the official security narrative.
Therefore, in this essay (1) I argue that security is a myth; (2) I define the market
of anxiety; (3) I claim that the securitization process is a rite in which security
knowledge is fabricated; and (4) I present the epistemological and critical tool of the
anthropological gaze.
Security is a myth

d and subjective, because
has a different meaning for different people, regions,
states, and organizations, and its interpretation moves between semiological
15, an
16
17
18,
19.
and a
14

Therefore, based on Barthes Mythologies 20
which is a system of communication, based on two semiological systems:
1) linguistic system, the language; and
2) the myth itself, the metalanguage, in which one speaks about the first21.
anxiety,
sine
cura anxiety, worry). However, in the metalanguage system, the meaning of the
-narrative fabrication,
operated by a PKS structure, which changes with time and space. In this system the
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meaning
agenda of the power elites. The metalanguage system-myth represents the security
knowledge which is the description of a security reality.
The step from the first linguistic system to the second semiological order, which
securitization process through which the power-knowledge-security structure fabricate
the cause of fear-anxiety, therefore, the existential threat to the survival of the
external (of the structure) tentative to criticize the move; and (3) presents the myth
22

.

Here, I define a power-knowledge-security (PKS) structure as a political agency
that:
1) has legitimate power to get X to do something that X would not otherwise do,
and has the power to prevent people, to whatever degree, from having grievances by
shaping their perceptions, cognitions and preferences in such a way that they accept
their role in the existing order of things23;
2) is legitimate to perform the security speech act (securitization process);
24

(the official security-insecurity
knowledge-paradigm of reference) which confers power to all who operate the
apparatus, because the securitization of the risk is stripped of its political nature and
is not open to political debate on account of it is a knowledge which originates from
technology;
4) defines and certifies as reliable knowledge what insecurity is (the existential
threat), and the protocol which must be adopted for the security operation; and
5) it has recognized legitimate power and the monopoly of the use of force,
therefore it can take and carry security actions (war, crisis management operations,
etc).
However, once the security myth is created by any legitimate PKS structure
which presents itself as the only security actor, it needs an image-symbol, a ritual, a
spectacle-representation in order to prompt an audience to build a coherent network
of implications (feelings, sensations, thought, and intuitions).
The market of anxiety
Galimberti25 too considers security as a myth, but not in the linguistic sense, but,
because of the instability of the human nature, which is disquieting, is not possible to
predict human behavior, the consequential of the human actions, and then the creation
of a com
, which
is a sentiment that arises when we face the indeterminateness of an un-identifiable,
not localizable, not predictable threat, but which is lived as certain, as something that
will happen. And from the anguish, there is no remedy.
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Then, the technological knowledge of security is converted into the
technological knowledge of anguish which is supported by the rise of the market of
anxiety-anguish analyzed by the French medical doctor Henri Pradal. For Pradal26 the
organization of the industrial society has the interest to distill anguish, to render it
normal and consumable, and to distribute it harmoniously in order that every individual
will receive a dose of it. Only in this way, it is possible to control society, and the destiny
of the individual is tied to the one of his/her society. Anguish-anxiety is the main
cement in the mosaic of the human condition. And it is in this arena epitomized by the
market of anxiety in which power-knowledge-security structures and news-social
mediaknowledge). What is more, nowadays the social media and internet companies do play
the role of gatekeepers authorizing to pass throu
descriptionindependent moral authorities outside the control of the state.
The securitization process is a rite in which security knowledge is fabricated
Buzan, Waever, and de Wilde define securitization as
more extreme version of politicization. In theory, any public issue
can be located on the spectrum ranging from non-politicized
(meaning the state does not deal with it and it is not in any other way
made an issue of public debate and decision) through politicized
(meaning the issue is part of public policy, requiring government decision
and resource allocations or, more rarely, some other form
of communal governance) to securitized (meaning the issue is
presented as an existential threat, requiring
emergency measures and justifying action
outside the normal bounds of political procedure) 27
This way, the process of securitization is more than a speech act28 through which an
issue is presented as an existential threat, requiring emergency measures, and
justifying actions outside the bounds of the political procedure29. It is rather an
articulated assemblage of practices whereby heuristic artifacts (metaphors, policy
tools, image repertoires, analogies, stereotypes, emotions, etc.) are contextually
mobilized by a securitizing actor, who works to prompt an audience to build a coherent
network of implications (feelings, sensations, thought, and intuitions) about the critical
choices and actions, by investing the referent object with such an aura of
unprecedented threatening complexion that a customized policy must be undertaken
30.
immediately to block its
It is through the securitization process that the cause of fear-anxiety is
defined, and the myth of security is fabricated. However, being security a technique
of governing danger31 I identify the same technique in the articulated assemblage of
practices and heuristic artifacts (metaphors, policy tools, image repertoires,
analogies, stereotypes, emotions, etc.) which condensed in the ritual-spectacle of
the myth security. The very essence of the securitization process is in its rite.
The rite of the securitization process (1) is a rite of passage, in which the
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reality and the audience come out completely transformed at the end of the rite; (2)
is a rite through which the PKS presents himself as the hero and fashions his own
symbolic action system, meaning a cultural hero-system; and (3) creates two
opposite forces: centripetal and centrifugal. The centripetal force is evident, when
the rite, for its character of urgency, emergency, and existential threat represented
by the insecurity event, participates in the reinforcement and in the recreation of the
identity and moral authority of the power-knowledge-security structure.
The centrifugal force of the rite:
1) generates that spark32, and/or social (and religious) electricity that make
an audience be called to play not a game but an active emotional-interpretative role
because this situation is inherently dramatic: the participants not only do things,
they show themselves and others what they are doing or have done: actions take on
a reflexive and performed-for-an-audience aspect 33; they also crystallize as mass,
leaving aside what is a formless and shapeless quality34;
2) spreads fear-anxiety and produces emotional contagion which creates
collective effervescence by which within a crowd moved by a common passion, we
35;
become susceptible to feelings and actions of which we are incapable on our
3) transmits an alarm signal which participates in the construction of imagined
communities36 through its language;
4) broadcasts panic37 ;
5) recruits subjects among the individuals or transforms individuals into
subjects through an operation called interpellation, which refers to the process by
which people, when haile by discourse, recognize themselves in that hailing38.
Interpellation assumes that different representations of the world incorporate
patterns of identity and ways of functioning in the world, which are located within
different power relations and which make different interests possible. Concrete
individuals come to identify with the subject positions and the representations in
which they appear. As subjects identify with them, the power relations and interests
entailed in discourse are naturalized and these representations seem to reflect the
world as it really is 39; and
6) produces blind trust toward the political leader. The rite provokes an
emotional situation defined as large-group regression in which the individuals within
the group lose their individuality to one degree or another, follow the leader(s) blindly,
and become prone to taking in (internalizing) political propaganda without really
40
questioning its
Through this process, the significant41, empowering42 and playing audience is
transformed into a Mass ritual, in docile bodies, and acquires habitus. 43 The liturgical
mass44, unlike in a theatrical representation, is efficient, and no matter how much the
service has very important aesthetic dimensions, what is important is the passionate
affirmation. The Mass ritual is a closed circle which includes only the congregation
and those officiating, and there is no room for mere appreciators. As an obligatory
action, its members enter into it and signal to each other and to the hierarchy45. This

hideous ecstasy of fear and vindictiveness, a desire to kill, to torture,
to smash faces in with a sledge-hammer (seems) to flow through the whole group of
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people like an electric cur
screaming lunatic. And yet the rage that one felt was an abstract, undirected
emotion which could be switched
46
from one object to another like the flame of a
Therefore, the Mass ritual has completely embodied the language of the security ritual
and reacts as a model reader who fully cooperates with a text47 because it fully
recognizes itself in the same fear-anxiety, in the language, and in the cultural
idiosyncrasy and individual idiosyncrasy of the myth security, and then in the ritual 48.
At the same time, the Mass ritual is disciplined and shaped as docile bodies that
maybe subjected, used, transformed and improve 49 and it acquires a habitus
which represents a set of disposition which incline agents to act and react in certain
ways. 50
However, in the ritual the political leader plays the fear-anxiety, and sacral51
card and the moral and cultural one, meaning that he presents himself as the moral
authority who decides what is right-good-moral and what is wrong-bad-immoral, and
wrong-bad-immoral and the cause of fear-anxiety).
Then, due to its mimesis didactic aspect 52,the rite ( 1 ) becomes a set of
statements and practices through which certain language becomes institutionalized
and normalized over time53; and (2) produces a cultural artifact:
A]cultural practice traceable to a particular historical context
concerned with shaping the politics of security. 54
In Foucauldian terms, the rite has the power to assemble, to produce, and to fabricate
knowledge55 and the paradigm of interpretation. In this cognitive space, the powerknowledge-security structure occupies a central panoptical position from which it
gazes and controls through its own paradigm the territory, the space, and the use of
its security myth-ideology-concept56 which is presented and accepted as real
knowledge.
To sum up, through the securitization process-sacral political spectacle-ritual,
1) security is converted into an ontological-epistemological paradigm, and into
a moral and cultural system of reference which manages and administers fearanxiety; here culture denotes a historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied
in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means
of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and
attitudes toward life 57;
2) security makes use of culture patterns (religious, philosophical, aesthetic,
scientific, ideological) which are program
provide a template or blueprint for
the organization of social and psychological processes, much as genetic system
provide such a template for the organization of organic processe 58;
3)security provides the cultural protocol which the individual observes in
the threatening situation because the humankind produces his response to anxiety
and fear following culture patterns. For Geertz the response to an insecurity threat is
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cultural because, like a frightened animal, a frightened man may run, hide, bluster,
dissemble, placate, or, desperate with panic, attack; but in his case, the precise
patterning of such overt acts is guided predominantly by cultural rather than genetic
templates 59; and
4) security becomes an ideology which function is not to offer us a point of
escape from our reality but to offer us the social reality itself as an escape from some
60.
traumatic, real
In the end, I sustain that the securitization process becomes an anthropological
place-space because
a place intensely symbolized, lived by individuals in which
they found their spatial, temporal, individual and collective benchmarks. For the
anthropologist, at the same time, it is a space in which he can read, and decode the
61.
social relations and the common forms of
The anthropological gaze
The security myth which has been created by the power-knowledge-securing
structure points to the relation between the production of knowledge and positions of
power. For Foucault
exercise of power perpetually creates knowledge and, conversely,
kn
and power are integrated with one another, and there is no point
in dreaming of a time when a knowledge
will cease to depend on power 62
That is, the security myth like any other concept and theory is always for someone
and for some purpose. Perspectives derive from a position in time and space,
specifically social and political time and space. The world is seen from a standpoint
definable in terms of nation, of social class, of dominance or subordination, of rising
or declining power, of a sense of immobility or of present crisis, of past experience,
63
and of hopes and expectations for the
However, if the real purpose of security action is to free people from anxietyanguish-fear, there is a necessity to deconstruct the hegemonic security-insecurity
knowledge produced by the PKS structure and see its real intentions and what lays
behind it.
Therefore, what I suggest here is:
1) to take the position of the model and empirical reader64, and of an insider, a
stranger, and an outsider65;
2) to use and practice a clinical gaze that is interested to emancipate from fearanxiety-anguish the subjects of the securitization process, and is engaged with the
human condition of the patient (the mobilized audience);
methodological questions (What is reality? What is reliable knowledge? What is
security? What is being secured? What is being secured against? Who provides
security? What methods can be undertaken to provide security?); and
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4) to adopt a cosmopolitan outlook.
All these four points constitute the essence of what I
,
which has the function to provide an approach-method to de-securitize the securitized
issue meaning the shifting of issues out of emergency mode and into the normal
66.
bargain process of the political
This is because the PKS structure imposes on its reading of the security reality
( 1 ) a specialized visualizing
ich requires the explanation of specialized
technicians because the image proposed are sometimes hard to understand for the
average people67and (2) a narrow and rapid linical glance 68 which is concentrated
on
sthetic details that prevent us from having a wider, clearer and deeper picture
of the totality of the elements involved in the staging of the securitization speech act.
Basically, the basic problem is one of seeing and meaning. As Alexander Wendt
states, people act towards objects, including other actors, on the basis of the
meanings that the objects have for them. 69 And for Fierke70 meanings are
fundamentally cultural and made possible by the discourses or codes of intelligibility
that provide the categories through which the world is understood.
Foucault, in his work on the birth of the clinic, compares the clinical glance
which has been imposed in the medical environment to the clinical gaze which,
according to the author, is an epistemological-diagnostic tool71.
The clinical gaze implies an open field, and its essential activity is
of the successive order of reading; it records and totalizes; it gradually
reconstitutes immanent organization; it spreads out over the world
that is already the world of language; and that is why it is spontaneously
related to hearing and speech; it forms, as it were, the privileged articulation of two
fundamental aspects of saying (what is said and what one says) 72
The clinical gaze is based on the question What is the matter with you? 73
which sees and includes the patient in a whole of relations. On the contrary the glance
does not scan the field: it strikes at one point, which is central; the gaze is endlessly
and modulated, the glance goes straight to its object. The glance chooses a line that
instantly distinguishes the essential; it, therefore, goes beyond what it sees; it is not
misled by the immediate forms of the sensible, for it knows how to traverse them; it is
essentially demystifying. If it strikes in its violent rectitude, it is in order to shatter, to
lift, to release appearance. It is not burdened with all the abuses of language 74
Now the security myth is confronted with the seven security methodological
questions (What is reality? What is reliable knowledge? What is security? What is
being secured? What is being secured against? Who provides security? What
methods can be undertaken to provide security?). Is the reality presented by the PKS
possible reality? And a reality for who? The security narrative produced by the PKS
structure can be accepted as reliable knowledge? Can we test it? How it has been
doxa
their proprieties, their power position, their status quo? Or the single individuals
interests and lives? Who is the enemy? Who-what produces insecurity? An enemy,
or it is the same rigid power framework produced by PKS structure that creates
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insecurity? Who provides security to the whole community? The employment of the
official armed forces, the police, or insurance companies, private security company?
And the methods are to be found in the use of violence, war, the promulgation of the
state of exception and the state of emergency? At the end the most important question
to be asked is th
out there? Because the real world is more complicated than the one constructed in a
Manichean way by the PKS structure. Is not a world of black and white, in goods and
enemies? Therefore, how to
construct meanings? Now the problem is that the anthropologist who enters into the
anthropological space of the securitization process lives, through his research tools,
the same experiences of the Mass audience. However, he is conscious of the general
manipulation and the efforts made by the power-knowledge-securing structure to
isolate its audience, and to make its space impenetrable to antagonizing and critical
narratives-voices-images that can confront, jeopardize its hegemonic position, and
become competitors for political support.
Therefore, I argue that the world in which the PKS structure and the
anthropologist operate is characterized by the following features:
1) is a contemporaneous world, meaning that through the media-technology
we experience distant events in the same moment they happen75;
2) we live in a state of super-modernity in which individuals are now required
to conceive their relation to history and the world by themselves76;
3) our society is a global risk society in which everything revolves around
and

risks77;

4) the predominant mode of politics is post-political bio-politics which resorts
to fear as its ultimate mobilizing principle: fear of immigration, fear of crime, fear of
godless sexual depravity, fear of the excessive state itself, with its burden of high
78 All four characteristics
taxation, fear of ecological catastrophe, fear of
show: first, the ontological and epistemological limits of the process of signification
and symbolization of the PKS structure; and second, they and point to the fact that
now the human being is alone, is vulnerable, and that he can count only on himself.
cosmopolitan outlook
is neither optimistic nor pessimistic but skeptical and
self-critical. The world that appears within its field of vision is neither darkened by
cultural pessimism or illuminated by belief in progress. There is no attempt here to
persuade us that we are on our way towards a world of general human benevolence.
Indeed, just the opposite is the case: disasters lurk at every turn, and yet there is also
an enticing glimmer of new beginnings usually it is impossible to tell whether or not
the future holds both at once. The main feature of the cosmopolitan outlook is simply
that is different 79
Conclusion
What now we are facing is an official and authorized

-

indefinable face of the existential threat to the social community. This has been
evident at least in western political discourses that, after the terrorist attacks of
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September 11th, 2001, have provided the justification to initiate wars in Afghanistan,
Iraq, Libya, and Syria. And now, during this COVID-19 pandemic, we are witnessing
how th
presented by political leaders once a week to their fellow citizens; and (2) has
disciplined the world population.
ommon practice
nowadays in the political and emotional language, has been converted into
,
Galimberti80 argues, becomes the model for the
political construction and confirms the supremacy of the technological decision over
the political decision. Therefore, technology is converted into an ideology which
becomes the mirror of reality and provides the answers to the ontological and
epistemological questions on security. At the same time, this technology produces
new social relations based on functions in which the individual loses his individuality
in the very moment he perceives social interchanges as functional, as something
which is not of his concern as individual per se but as an individual with a specific
function. Then, it can be said that technology is able to transform the individual, not
only as a subject, but as a functionary (an individual which is represented only by his
function) whose individuality has been canceled and his perception of reality becomes
prearranged harmony.
functional perception produces that language which is functional
and which reinforces the functionality of perceptions and limit
the same perception. Forced under the restricted technological procedure,
even the word follows the fate and becomes tautological repetition,
recurred definition, hypnotic dictation, which finds its justification and meaning
in that logic which is not dialectic (where for dialectic we mean contradiction)
and not symbolic (meaning that each refers to a further meaning)
which
Under this logic there is the persuasion that there are no meanings
As a
.
this acceptance is taken without the minimal doubt
that in this way for reality has been accredited
only the official stance on an accepted reality 81

What emerges from this discourse is that the life of the contemporary western
individual has been re
process, the technological knowledge of security, and the market of anguish-anxiety.
Therefore, the work of an anthropologist who enters this space cannot be of a simple
observant but should carry an ethical mission in order to free individuals from this
political manipulation. This can be done in framing the anthropological gaze proposed
in this paper through the concept of emancipation, and the necessity to work in the
context of engaged anthropology.
For Booth emancipation is the theory and practice of inventing humanity, with
a view of freeing people, as individuals and collectives, from contingent and structural
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oppressions. It is a discourse of human self-creation and the politics of trying to bring
it about. Security and community are guiding principles, and at this stage of history,
the growth of a universal human rights culture is central to emancipatory politics. The
concept of emancipation shapes the strategies and tactics of resistance, offers a
82
theory of progress for society, and gives a politics of hope for common
Then emancipation provides (1) a philosophical anchorage; (2) a strategic process;
and (3) a guide for tactical goal setting. As philosophical anchorage, emancipation
can serve as a basis or test for saying whether something is true; in other words,
whether particular claims to knowledge should be taken seriously. An anchorage is
not a neutral foundation but rather a historically contingent yet powerful position from
which people can begin to discuss what to do next in their political projects. Being a
strategic process is a dynamic process with changing targets. It is strategic in the
sense that it is concerned with bringing about practical results, but it is a process in
the sense that it is a project that can never be completed. Its practicality lies in its being
based in immanent critique. As a guide for tactical goal-setting, it is as a result of
engaging in immanent critique emancipatory ideas can develop that in turn can be
commitment to critique and political orientation to emancipation in projects of
reconstruction 83
In the end, and this is the position that this paper sustains, emancipation is the
freeing of people (as individuals and groups) from physical and human constraints
which stop them carrying out what they would freely choose to do. War and the threat
of war is one of those constraints, together with poverty, poor education, political
oppression and so on. Security and emancipation are two sides of the same coin.
Emancipation, not power or order, produces true security. Emancipation, theoretically,
84
is
Therefore, emancipation represents the ethical line to follow which can be
attained through the conviction to be involved in an engaged anthropology context.
To reach this goal anthropologists must play a more intentional
and responsible role in working with people, communities and movements
the stake-holders with whom research is carried out.
While anthropologists continue to as decoders of cultures
that are different and look difficult to understand or appreciate
by society at large, it is critical for us to become more instrumental.
We must participate in generating and bringing about change.
We must be engaged in protecting the most vulnerable from oppression
and exploitation and support the empowerment of communities
en
by tradition-bound anthropologist; however, an engaged stance
moves the application of anthropological theory, methods and practice
further along towards action and activism. At the same time,
engagement moves anthropologists away from traditional forms
of participant observation towards a participatory role
by becoming increasingly a part of those communities
or social groups that we normally study 85
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In practical-methodological terms,
includes:
(1) developing trusting relationships; (2) sharing information;
(3) implementing mutual learning strategies through constructive dialogues
with non-experts; (4) developing local-level leaders representing
different constituents; (5) recognizing lay peop
to contribute to the research as equals; (6) including youth development through
community-service learning; (7) consistent and regular consortium meetings
with local-level leadership; (8) a long term commitment; and
86
(9) the sharing of

In concluding this work, I can say that the most important question that the
anthropological gaze must pose directly to the PKS structure, and to himself when
reading the narrative-script-sermon of the securitization proce
che vuoi
you demand something of me, but
what do you really want, what are you aiming at through this demand 87 meaning that
a dose of skepticism toward meta-narrative is always an antidote against easy
say:
Who gives you a piece of cake for nothing?
Only your grandmother.
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Truth in Nietzsche and Heidegger
Otar Tchulukhadze 1
_____________________________________
Abstract. The aim of this essay is to discuss the views of Martin Heidegger and Friedrich
Nietzsche on the truth. After a textual consideration of their reflections on truth, the possible ways
of their synthesis are outlined. A number of aspects are highlighted in the field of theoretical
intersection of two philosophies - the insufficiency of the genealogical method in considering the
question of truth; the necessity for truth to assume the form of value; similarities between
existential priorities of Heidegger and Nietzsche; comprehensiveness of A-letheia, truth as
unconcealment, in light of Will to Power and Nietzschean perspectivism.
Key words: Truth, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Perspectivism, Will to Power, Unconcealment

_____________________________________

The Nietzsche's Perspective
Nietzsche is often regarded as an antagonist of the idea of truth. Moreover, this
something that we all seem to know well, to which we are favorable, and whose denial
raises some doubts, and at least, at first glance, appears to be an extravagant opinion.
In Nietzsche's works, we certainly find passages that allow such superficial
interpretations: his assertion that there are no facts but only interpretations;2 his
reasoning for the non-existence of the true world.3 These views, of course, proliferate
sup
understanding of truth is not so easy to grasp, for the seemingly understandable term
ontological layers and relations. Disclosing, understanding, and reinterpreting them
was the goal and merit of Nietzsche's philosophy.
Yet what distinguishes Nietzsche's doctrine of truth? Does Nietzsche fully
reject the truth? What is the understanding of the truth that he assails? What does
Nietzsche establish in place of it? These are the driving questions that can help us
to structure Nietzsche's teachings about truth.
First, Nietzsche attacks the traditional understanding of truth and its main
fulcrums - the ideas of selfcannot be self-evident; it is inseparable from a power perspective. Here, obviously,
one should not think that Nietzsche did not recognize such immutable,
.4 Nietzsche just considered them to be, as it
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were,
He is interested in evaluative truth/falsehood, which is
existentially significant and tries to answer questions about human life, meaning,
suffering, becoming and power. That is the first sign that distinguishes Nietzsche's
approach to truth. He delineates the field of truths that are existentially important.
the realm of evaluative truths and errors, as well as factors underlying them.
Definitely, with this shift, the clarity that could be attained in mathematics or
natural sciences is lost. However, Nietzsche wonders why Western culture has
a preference. For him, the symptom of the loss of vitality, of power, is to be traced in
striving for objectivity. In this yearning, subjective, assertive will is stifled and it starts
is unacceptable for Nietzsche
.5
The pursuit of truth is not a self-evident and unquestionable process for
Nietzsche. Truth
whether evaluative, mathematical, or natural
is of a moral
nature for Nietzsche and necessarily linked to certain impulses. The tendency for such
a symptomatic understanding of the issue can already be observed in early period of
Nietzsche's philosophical development. For instance, in his essay Schopenhauer as
Educator Nietzsche considers the decisive impulses and urges that mold the product
of the modernity
the scientists.6 In doing so, Nietzsche is ostensibly fighting
against the idea of objective truth. The leading aspect of striving for the truth is bioevolutionary: According to Nietzsche, for example, truth imbues us with a sense of
security. It is noteworthy that in th
from about the 1880s onwards, security as the motive of truth had been gradually
replaced by the notions of the will to power as the main motive of will to truth.7
Nietzsche critically refers to the pursuit of truth that has been decimated by
previous, decadent moralistic impulses. Therefore, it is logical that decadent instincts
addition to the symptomatic algorithm, he tries to refute the traditional
understanding of truth with an argument based on the principle of becoming. The
hs. For example, in the
twenty-first century, such proposition no longer holds true.
Again, Nietzsche understands the immutability of mathematical and natural
truths. However,
(approx. 1876 1882), Nietzsche may indeed favored the scientific approach,
but, apart from this phase, his philosophy was permeated with the critical attitude
towards the objective truths. Accordingly, Nietzsche prefers the search for truths that
are related not to immutable facts or a priori principles, but to those that are of higher
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existential importance (death, life, power, courage). To Nietzsche, qualitative
reasoning takes existential and cognitive precedence over quantitative one.
Nietzsche rejects old moralism because the later regarded truth and falsehood
as strictly opposing each other. The reason for this dichotomy, produced by ancient
(Socratic, Platonic, Christian) morality, was a nihilistic, life-threatening synthesis of
formal logic and morality. For Nietzsche, we must not fully do away with falsity. Due
to the perspectivist nature of his philosophy, falsity appears not in the context of
morality or formal logic, but in terms of use and abuse for life.
Logically, the question arises: Is Nietzsche a relativist? His philosophy answers
this question negatively: he is not a relativist but a perspectivist. For him, the will to
power is the main backbone of evaluative reasoning. He believes that the main thing
in the evaluative propositions is to what extent is life strengthened or denied, and
what is revealed in them, strength or weakness. Nor is Nietzsche a skeptic: he admits
the existence of truths, both immutable (which he does not endorse) and perspectivist
(stipulated by will to power).
Nietzsche's project of truth is related to the will to power, perspectivism, and
most importantly, it implies the need to accumulate perspectives and compare them
when conducting reasoning. More perspective means better vision. It seems true to
cross-examine more subjective perspectives, but that does not mean dissipated
pluralism and chaos. Nietzsche is against them.
Nietzsche does not try to deny the truth completely but seeks to establish a
new type of truth. This is indicated by the fact that he speaks about the truth in a
positive context.
[T]he knowledge of truth would remain as the only tremendous goal
commensurate with such a sacrifice,
because for it no sacrifice is too great. 8 9
For sure, truth is not given an unequivocal advantage over falsehood, but the
transformative, important existential function of truth is underlined. Zarathustra
epitomizes this new kind of truth. He is a herald of this new truth.
for him it is inevitably connected with healthy instincts.
To this day the task of incorporating knowledge
and making it instinctive is only beginning
to Dawn on the human eye
and is not yet clearly discernible;
it is a task that is seen only by those who have comprehended
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that so far we have incorporated only our errors
and that all our consciousness relates to errors 10
In discussing truth, Nietzsche holds important how much truth can one person
endure11
eternal recurrence,
irreversibility of time, will to power
are in a way burden for the most part of

Something could be true even if it is harmful and dangerous to the highest degree.
It could even be part of the fundamental character of existence
that people with complete knowledge get destroyed,
so that the strength of a spirit would be proportionate
12

Among these values, honesty13 and courage are especially stressed. As Richardson
correctly points out,14 honesty is an openness towards oneself and not necessarily
Heideggerian
understanding of the self. This link will be elaborated in the following section.
In his last book Ecce Homo, Nietzsche equates error with cowardice.15 These
two should lead us to the truths that were concealed in the previous project of truths
namely, to the innocence of becoming and to the eternal return of the same. This
implies honesty with oneself; seeing one's pluralistic impulses appropriately; daring

and line of reasoning underline important, often unrecognized, component: There
are eternal truths or, to use more contemporary metaphor, constants of the initial
programming code of the universe, which were very seldom or only partially grasped by
previous Platonic-Christian truth project. Among them, the eternal return of the
same and the will to power are in front line.
In new project of Nietzsche, art plays a vital role. It is as it were a vaccine
against the old, decadent trends of religion, philosophy and morality.16 For him, art
fosters us to endure the bitterness of existence.17 Art is a bearer of a new type of truth
that has to enliven existence and make it bearable. 18 It is, as it were, opposite of the
theoretical optimism which has become part and parcel of western culture. This
theoretical optimism
which for Nietzsche traces back to Socrates
underscored
the tragic nature of existence. This very theoretical optimism can be reckoned as a
latent basis for all sorts of utopia, which tend to believe that social change can be an
alleviation of the burden of existence. Nietzsche attributes the demise of Hellenic
culture to the decline of the tragic soul, which was gradually being replaced by
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Socratic theoretical optimism. This, in its turn, intends not only to explain in the
mind but also to solve the problem of existence. Of course, not everything that can be
typified as art shares truths for Nietzsche. He clearly discerns true art from more
to power.
To Nietzsche, truth is a type of illusion that has bio-evolutionary significance.
That it has such a role is illustrated by Nietzsche's conception, in which man is marked
as the generator of metaphors. Nietzsche presents the path impulse >> metaphor >>
concept.19 By doing so, he emphasizes the physiological beginnings and props of truth
forgotten by Western tradition.20 He also emphasizes the historical development of

The utility of preservation, not some abstract-theoretical need not
to be deceived, stands as the motive behind the development
of the organs of knowledge 21
Nietzsche even asks22
contrast to his hints, we exclude the possibility of even hypothetically acknowledging
this. Heidegger's understanding of truth, which will be discussed below, will help us
to expand our view. Until then, let us summarize Nietzsche's visions on the truth.
Anti-Platonist Nietzsche exposes and rejects the old project of the truth. In it,
Nietzsche disclaims the pursuit of objectivity and disinterest. He instead offers a new
project of truth
perspectivism, which has no claim to certainty but seeks to
strengthen and invigorate reasoning by the will of power. Throughout his
development, Nietzsche does not deny the role of truth in his project, and both
pragmatic and supra-pragmatic significance of it, although he does not forget the role
of falsehood and illusion. He believes that in the previous project of truth, truth was
associated with certain values, impulses that were decadent, harmful to life. In
contrast to such values and impulses, Nietzsche associates truth with the courage and
honesty that lead a person to such truths which were neglected by the previous
project of truth the power-driven nature of the universe, becoming, changeability,
and the eternal return of the same. By using his method, Nietzsche proves (albeit
implicitly) that he is a metaphysician. He also seeks the truth about the essence and
succeeds in finding eternally unchangeable principles that differ from the principle
prioritized by previous (Platonic-Christian) project.
Nietzsche's view23 that man reaches his highest truth distanced from the
crowd, gets closer to Heidegger's understanding of openness of existence about truth.
Nietzsche, like Heidegger, approaches non-pragmatic existential truth and
establishes a gradation. With this, his philosophy connects itself to the authentic
priori-existential structures Heidegger speaks of in his Being and Time.
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To illustrate the field of intersection of two philosophical systems in the

Heidegger's Perspective
Martin Heidegger, in his revision of western philosophy, endeavors to reconsider one
of its key understandings
the truth. The revision is highly critical. According to
24
Heidegger, no headway has been made with the problem of truth for two millennia.
Heidegger opposes not only the correspondence theory of truth, but also the entire
tradition of understanding of truth, which, according to him25), is based on three main
propositions:

(correspondence theory of truth);
3. Aristotle is responsible for these two.
Heidegger tries to refute these theses. Instead of considering truth and untruth
as a place of reason, he seeks to show their fundamental-ontological basis. For
Heidegger, truth is in a primordial connection to being,26 whilst the truth/falsehood
of this or that statement stems from the fact that we are already as it were embedded
in an open ontological field, which is the truth. True or false propositions are a kind
of derivatives of this field they crop up within this field.
The originality of Heidegger's understanding of truth does not end here. He
also believes that the most authentic truth is the authentic state of existence, and
that untruth must be sought in its inauthentic mode. He transfers the terms
truth/untruth from the realm of logic to the fundamental-ontological domain:
-the-world is grounded
in the world's disclosedness. But disclosedness is that basic character of Dasein
by state-of-mind, understanding, and discourse, and pertains
equiprimordially to the world, to BeingIn its very structure, care is ahead of itself
Being already in a world as Being alongside entities
within-the-world; and in this structure
the disclosedness of Dasein lies hidden.
With and through it is uncoveredness;
hence only with Dasein's disclosedness
is the most primordial phenomenon of truth attained 27
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For Heidegger, the uniqueness of openness is the truth of existence, which is
suppressed by the closure of Das Man (a faceless man of conformity). Therefore,
Heidegger believes 28 that Dasein (being-t/here) is equiprimordially in both truth and
untruth, and that truth must constantly be regained for the Dasein.29 For a person
accustomed to and brought up in a technogenic civilization, where the prevalence of
the laws of formal logic are precondition of the domination over things, the following
proposition derived from the fundamental-ontological understanding of truth, may
sound paradoxical: Propositionally valid truths are not always existentially true, and
some propositionally false propositions or even silence can be true in an
existential/fundamental-ontological sense. For instance, let us Imagine that John Smith
Is holding an idle talk in some talk show. He says that he tends to brush his teeth with
menthol toothpaste. This sentence may be true in correspondence terms (i.e., in
terms of coincidence of idea of subject and the object), but it may be false, as it is
expressed in a closed, untrue field of inauthentic Das Man.
Heidegger connects the primordial field of existence as openness with
propositional truths. The former is the hearth of later. This hearth is called the
existential of discourse
Dasein can speak both truth and untruth. That is, he/she
can express the authentic or inauthentic states of existence. Propositional truth can
express existential truth if it is the result of certain modifications. Simply put,
propositional truth as a form is one of (but not only) the necessary tools for
fundamental-ontological truth; the latter, however, may be expressed with an untrue
proposition (in terms of correspondence theory of truth), or simply with silence. The
reason for this, according to Heidegger,30 is that Dasein is based on thrown projection.
Consequently, the existence of Dasein must be illustrated as true or false from the
viewpoint of care, the being of Dasein.
Heidegger criticizes the correspondence theory of truth because its solidity
relies on beings. The fact that beings can be revealed and can be observed is based on
the primordial openness of the Being and Truth. Correspondence theories of truth fail
to understand what unites (or rather, pre-unites) language and the world. Heidegger
explains the way in which reasoning was considered to be the place of truth.
According to him,31 it is based on the ungrounded separation of the real and the
intellectual (hence the main principle of the correspondence theory of truth
For Heidegger,
intellect and matter are something present-at-hand; they are in the world. In
Cartesian topics, these two
mind and object
assume supposedly independent
ontological statuses. However, in fact, they represent the interdependent derivatives
of primordial comprehensiveness (analyzed by fundamental-ontology). Thus,
invention of separate ontologies is a philosophical blunder that eventually becomes
the basis for the corresponding theory of truth.
Accord
because:
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either the Being of 'truth' or its cognisability,
stops halfway. What it shows, as a formal argument,
is simply that if anything gets judged,
truth has been presupposed 32
In other words, if a skeptic says that
, then it turns out that the
phrase itself must be true, which contradicts the content expressed in it. Even the
skeptic lives in the field of truth. A skeptic can be compared to a person who denies
the existence of water, whilst 75% of his body consists of water. He may deny the
existence of water, but surely, he will have to drink water because it is an
indispensable component of his being.
Heidegger seeks to revive the theory of truth that was prevalent in pre-Socratic
philosophy. Heidegger thus fights against the deontologization of truth, which, in his
view, is the destiny of the west beginning with Plato and finalized by Nietzsche.33
Instead, Heidegger emphasizes the privative nature of the truth. He is thus speaking
of the function and understanding of the primordial truth that Western philosophical
thought has forgotten. Truth is un-concealment - it has a privative nature; It is (un-concealment). Thus, truth for Heidegger is the primordial open matrix
whose discovery is the prerogative of Dasein. We are pre-established in truth.
Martin Heidegger discusses the idea of revealing the truth in his text The
Question Concerning Technology.34 This text emphasizes that technology is a human
practice of opening the concealed. By this practice, a person discovers himself.
Heidegger speaks of the positionality (Gestell), which as a principle of opening
More importantly, positionality not
only hinders another means of revealing the truth, but it also covers the event of
opening itself. Thus, the topos where the revealing occurs
the truth
remains
hidden.
Heidegger's text, Plato's Doctrine of Truth, traces the first algorithm by which
transition is made from the truth as an unconcealment to the truth as correspondence
of the statement with the object.
According to Heidegger,35 Plato's view that idea is a guide to openness points
to the hidden fact of changing in the essence of the truth. Truth is not developed as
the essence of obscurity from its fullness with being but is transferred to the essence
of the idea. The essence of truth loses unconcealment as its main characteristic. If
everything in any relation to the existing-beings (das Seiende) depends on the idea,
securing such a vision. This requires the correctness of the vision. According to
Heidegger,36 perception for Plato is similar to what should be seen
what exists in
there is
the similarity of cognition with the
subject. Thus, the superiority of vision and view over is the precondition
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from which the essence of truth is changed. Truth becomes
expression and perception.37

the truth of

For Heidegger, a change in the essence of truth will at the same time lead to a
change of the place of truth. As openness, it remains the main indicator of the
human relationship with the beings. The reasoning of the mind becomes a place of
discernment between truth and error. Such a definition of truth already has little to
do with as openness. On the contrary, is already set against
,
i.e. erroneous, and will be understood as correctness. Such an understanding of truth,
in Heidegger's view, becomes a spell of Western thought.
According to Heidegger,38 the definition of Being as an idea, which is
conditioned by a change in the essence of the truth, requires a special status of the
humanity and determining its place pervades all metaphysics.
Humanity arranged on the western tenor interprets the essence of truth as the
truth of representation. It defines each being in accordance with the ideas, and the
beings
in terms of values. That is why we believe that we agree with everyday
and behaviors, scientific research, creative imagination and belief.
What begins with Plato ends with Nietzsche
one of the driving mottos of
Heidegger's philosophy - also addresses the question of Nietzsche's understanding of
truth. According to Heidegger,39 Nietzsche remains within the framework of the
leading question (Leitfrage) of Western philosophy and asks the question
remains alien for Nietzsche, too.
According to Heidegger,40 for Nietzsche all existence is becoming, whilst
becoming (as variability) and being (as immutability), and this is what he saw as the
highest will.41 Heidegger rightly agrees with Nietzsche.42 This means that becoming is
conditioned by the Being. Becoming as such, presupposes eternal return; it is rooted
in Being (with the classical understanding of the concept
as a unity of constant
principles).
Heidegger distinguishes between two types of understanding of truth:43
(1) which does not allow any diversity; in such a case, it is related to the essence
of truth;
(2) non-essential, which is multifaceted, yet still related to the essence of
truth.
Truth changes in historical time, yet its essence remains the same. For
example, if the nineteenth-first century, as the working
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class has adapt
In both cases, however, the truth was needed to express the situation
this (ontological openness and equiprimordiality of Being and Truth) is the necessary
basis on which the propositional truth is established. One proposition may be true in
one particular century, and false in another. Heidegger attributes this nature to the
second category. Whilst the first (the essence of truth) is the basis: truth is always
necessary and universal; that is, we can say that it is meant as an unchangeable open
precondition for all doctrines and general truths. That is truth as a fundamental
possibility of human existence, surely with different contents, remained same, albeit
hidden in historical practices and attitudes.
Heidegger believes 44 that Nietzsche does not go with the first understanding of
truth, and for him, truth is something true (i.e., proportionally true). This, for
Heidegger,45 is not a mere omission, but an unalterable characteristic of Western
Philosophy.
Here, Heidegger's reasoning is directed against Nietzschean motivation,
according to which truth is a form of illusion, without which a particular type of living
being could not exist.46 However, Nietzsche wants to rescue truth from dualism,47 so
he says that living with dualist understanding of truth is a degeneration.
In Heideggerian theory of truth, art plays an important role, too. For
Heidegger, the work of art is something that holds the openness of the world open.48
According to Heidegger, art, by showing us the `open field`, allow us to see things not
as `objects` (i. e. not as something external to be subjugated for our good) but
illuminates them `from themselves`. In the contemporary age, where most things
(including Human beings) are manufactured or manipulated, it is difficult to let things
show themselves.49 Still, the art is in a way hand-made, but this type of making proves
to be different as it does not endeavor to manipulate but tries to show what things
are
are something that
bears in itself the surroundings of its world. It shows the truth of the world around it.
Art
is a becoming and happening of truth". At the same time, art is something that helps
us to grasp the primordial truth.
50

In his work Origin of the Work of Art, Heidegger somewhat ambiguously states,
The Truth in its essence is un-truth 51 This does not mean that truth is a falsity but
that the principle of hiddenness partakes of it. This principle is something he calls
Earth (Erde). For Heidegger, the truth that is conveyed by work of art has still
something hidden in it. As it is always this ambiguous character of Aletheia that
establishes itself. For Heidegger, the essence of truth, unconcealment, is permeated
with negation. That is why he thinks that truth is un-truth. The essence of truth is in
the primordial fight. Every fight for truth is the repetition of this fight. To this
openness belong Earth and World. Earth is a principle of closure, whilst the world is
that of illumination. These two principles, though fighting each other, are never
separate. They permeate each other.
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Truth seldom happens in essential ways. One of these ways is the becoming of
the work of art. For Heidegger, in work, the truth is at work. Whether it is a verse or
Becoming of work is a type of
52
becoming and happening of truth
Truth is not something abstract, or as Heidegger
mentions,

only later to descend elsewhere among beings. This is impossible
for the reason alone that it is after all only the openness of beings
that first affords the possibility of a somewhere and a place
filled by present beings 53
Still, it needs to occur among beings and that is what art with its `tool` provide. It
needs in a way construction so that it can construct itself. The essence of art is putting
itself in truth. And truth put in the work becomes beauty.
Heidegger's views on truth open up a wide horizon for the reinterpretation of
Nietzsche's notions of truth and for synthe
Synthesis
At first glance, these two narratives about truth have little in common. However,
when we go deeply into details, important similarities arise.
The first thing that emerges is the insufficiency of the genealogic method in
the study of the question of truth. The foresight of the specific contents of becoming
itself, which are culturally related to this or that project of truth
whether to the
affirmative for life or to the negative
says little about the truth as an
Consequently, Heidegger answers
Nietzsche's question about why truth and why not falsehood. Because we live in truth
and seek to open it (even if the truth has perspectival nature). Even the fact that
evaluative perspectives claim to be truth, is an unconscious appeal to possession of
this field of primordial openness.
Nietzsche's philosophical leitmotif is that truth is conditioned and that it is a
perspective. This leitmotif is part of the philosophical euphoria that characterizes the
uprooter of the Platonist-Christian paradigm, and logically so. However, the point is
that Nietzsche realizes the illusory nature of the distance between subject and object,
and with energetic pathos asserts that the truths are conditioned intentionally. And
on his part, choosing the truths useful for life and betting on them, once again points
to the shortcomings of genealogy and now of the symptomatology namely, that he
cannot recognize the primordial nature of truth as an open matrix. The evolution of
man and the refinement of the mind, with its cultural algorithms, the connection
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between memory and the fear of punishment, and all that the genealogical method
has to offer, will not suffice to investigate the phenomenon of primordial openness
which as truth is involved in the dynamics of creativity. Consequently, it will by no
trained historically, nor can it unfold the algorithm as to which drivers are bringing
the truth to the forefront. For an organ to be trained for something (here: for Truth),
this something must be pre-given and that givenness must be valuable.
The value thus acquires a different meaning different from the one in which
Heidegger criticizes the connection between value and the truth. The value of
concrete truths both pragmatic and non-pragmatic truths stems from ,
the unconcealment. However, Heidegger understands the value of truth in the
historical context of the oblivion of Being, so that he may correctly read the
algorithms of Western history. However, it seems that Heidegger, driven by his stance
against Neokantianism and Cartesianism, does not see into the field, which would
show that , as well as truth, must assume the form of value to be formed
socially. Indeed, if one's own life is not set as some kind of target value, it loses the
ability to function and the ability to make sense in social life. And of course, to
function does not only mean to function in a manipulated manner, in a style of Das
Man.
Another of Nietzsche's arguments, the implicit meaning of which is to show
impulse comes the image, then the concept. Human being is a kind of metaphor
generating machine. The very way and its direction that it aspires to the truth, as
such, not only negates the importance of the primordial importance of the truth but
also confirms the superiority of Heidegger's theory of . The path from an
impulse to concept contains not only a si
),
which goes beyond a simple reflection or generalization. In this opening
(unconcealing), one does not only deal with a reflection of images. In the path

implicitly as well. For instance, when I see an eagle, not only its image will pass the
path described by Nietzsche, from an impulse to a concept, but also the additional,
albeit hidden, potentials of its opening. That is, in the case of an eagle, the genus of
the particular bird or its aesthetic characteristics is also conveyed through the path
that then will have to be uncovered. In other words, the neurological path from the
predetermined by

-

(understanding of which was revived by Heidegger),
-truth). These very
connections determine the potentials of openness and cognition
these potentials
are given in advance and are primordially established.
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It is also noteworthy that for Heidegger's theory of truth, sounity, and because of becoming (eternal variability), some propositions cannot be
true. The weakness of such an argument, once deployed by Nietzsche, is that it
remains in the frame of correspondence theory of truth, pointing only to the empirical
version of the truth and does not explicitly express the backgrounds of such
correspondence namely, that becoming as such is becoming of the truth. This truth in
becoming does not exclude perspectivism, as the later requires former as its
establisher.
The openness of truth does not mean absolutization of any moral norm. It
implies that the moral norm, as such, must be claimed to be true, in order that he can
reach out, expand, take root, and become an integral part of day-to-day existence.
The fact that such an algorithm seamlessly leads to the will of power not only does
not negate , but also adds one additional aspect to it. This is power nature of
. This is due not only to the fact that opening, moving into the unhidden,
implies invasion (which is considered by Heidegger in What is Metaphysics and The
Question Concerning Technology
truths), but it is the primordial principle that gives concrete perspectives (concrete
moral visions) the right to life and the basis to claim oneself.
Therefore, the following question to Nietzsche may claim its validity. What to
do with things that are neither in becoming, nor safe truths, but represent everrepeating moments in creation whose existential significance is immeasurably
Being and Time. The existence of such a priori-existentials, which are obviously rooted
in the pre-Dasein phase of life, indicates the possibility of true propositions in
in a non-authentic way when you informed us with a gleaming face about the
truth as such. Nietzsche's argument of becoming cannot be an obstacle to truth. The
from becoming,
because these two are in a way the same. It is the becoming that draws and brings to
the fore (with Heidegger's Einbruch, and Nietzsche's exercising mind with punishment)
a priori-existential structures discussed in Being and Time. This is confirmed, among
others, by Nietzsche's words from his work Beyond Good and Evil. In the 39th section
of this work, Nietzsche speaks of the strength of the soul determined by how much
truth it can bear. These words clarify Heidegger's understanding of , namely
the clearing, because it faces us against nothingness. Nietzsche's thesis about the
with the fact that it also finds truths that are
difficult to bear. And these truths are immutable - it is to this immutability that
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Heidegger's understanding of the Angst and Nietzsche's famous passage about
In addressing art, Nietzsche moves within the theory of . He imbues
art with the new type of truth, which, though has traces of truth different from
ing some deep
truths of life. However, Nietzsche, unlike Heidegger is less able to put it in the wider
theoretical context, whilst Heidegger does it by revitalizing truth as unconcealment.
ommon.
Both of them, albeit in different manner, appeal to humanity to become something
more than mere `pragmatism of stomach`. They both provide specific understanding
existence characterized by anticipatory resoluteness and coming to terms with death.
Nietzsche speaks of is a path between inauthentic and authentic existence. This very
inauthenticity is to be overcome by Human being. From the beginning of his
philosophical development, Nietzsche knows that courage is an important value. For
never mind how much he would abstain from recognizing it. Therefore, truth for
human-being as far as he/she is, is that to be in constant and perpetual state of
overcoming and here of course two philosophies come to terms.
With his "positive" attitudes toward truth, Nietzsche approaches the
understanding of truth theorized by Heidegger but does not fully elaborate It due to
his own
o, in their
turn, very much resemble or epitomize parts of a priori-existential structures,
elaborated Heidegger in Being and Time.
Conclusion
Relation
conclusions.

drives us to several

First of all, the will to power as a background and the main motivator of
perspectives not only does not rule out Heidegger's theory of , but on the
contrary, argues that truth as implies the will of power on almost

truth whether pragmatic or highly-existential does have a value; this allows us
to conclude that Heidegger's philosophy freely contains Nietzschean perspectivism.
He can easily hold it in it even in the sense that fear or anxiety, authentic or
inauthentic modes lead to different perspectives.
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Secondly, the genealogical method is insufficient for a complete study of the
nature of truth, as it underlines
essential about what it is trained for; This method says nothing about the nature of
itself but shows the historical and contentual change of truth projects.
However, these very changes latently may shed light to the authentic type of truth
theorized by Heidegger; the fact that perspectives claim to hold truth for themselves,
points to the Being, which in its turn, is equiprimordial to power in the original code
of universe. The insufficiency of Nietzsche's method is clear in his thoughts about
neurological path from impulse and concept. His reflection on this subject needs
- -

.

Thirdly, Heidegger's prediction of the decadence of Western Philosophy in
equating value and truth is somewhat justified, although doubts remain that lead us
to conclude: truth, the very mode of existence, must take on a value form in order to
function socially. Truth is connected with value to Heidegger; he just does not
recognize it. Heidegger cannot separate his
the calculative mind, whilst value is the
necessary form that provides the social function of any primordial, universal code.
Finally, both Heidegger and Nietzsche treat values alike in the sense that they
relate to life in some way. This occurs in terms of authenticity/inauthenticity for
Heidegger, whilst for Nietzsche they are enframed in the context of the usefulness
and abusiveness to life. Both Nietzsche and Heidegger are skeptical of the world
beyond. However, Nietzsche is very doubtful of maintaining any type of overarching
`truth` for this world, whilst Heidegger maintains it and imbues art with it.
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